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Preamble

T
he American Telemedicine Association (ATA) brings

together diverse groups from traditional medicine,

academia, technology, telecommunications compa-

nies, e-health, allied professional and nursing associ-

ations, medical associations, government, military, regulatory,

and other stakeholders to address and advance compliance with

legal, ethical, and professional standards in the practice of tel-

emedicine. The ATA has embarked on an organized effort to

establish guidelines for the practice of telemedicine in various

clinical applications to define patient and provider expecta-

tions, aspire to uniform quality of service for patients and

providers, enhance patient experience, and enable providers to

deliver appropriate care using evidence-based practices.
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The guidelines are developed by panels that include experts

from the field and other strategic stakeholders, and are designed

to serve as a standard reference and educational tool for pro-

fessionals using telehealth tools for health care service delivery.

The process for developing these guidelines is based on evidence,

professional consensus, and a rigorous review, including open

public commentary period, with final approval by the ATA Board

of Directors. Guidelines are reviewed and updated periodically.

The purpose of these guidelines is to assist providers in

pursuing a sound course of action in providing safe and ef-

fective medical care using telehealth tools based on current

scientific knowledge, technological requirements, and patient

needs. Safe and effective practice requires technical training,

professional knowledge and skill, and explicit processes as

described in each document.

Adherence to these guidelines alone will not guarantee

accurate diagnoses, appropriate clinical treatment, or optimal

outcomes. Appropriate divergence from the guidelines may be

indicated under certain conditions, such as emergency situa-

tions or locations with limited resources or other unavoidable

constraints. Similarly, technological advances may alter pre-

vailing practices or provide new and expanded opportunities.

The guidelines in this document are based on the accu-

mulated knowledge and experience of the ATA workgroups,

eye care and telemedicine professionals, and other stake-

holders, and generally describe the evidenced-based best

practices for ocular telehealth. However, the technical and

administrative guidelines do not purport to establish binding

legal standards for delivering telemedicine services.

The previous ATA Ocular Telehealth Diabetic Retinopathy

Practice Guidelines were issued in 2011. This third edition re-

flects new evidence, new technologies, and expanded scope of

the ocular telehealth domain. All guidelines issued by the ATA

are properties of the ATA. Any modification or reproduction of

the published guidelines must receive prior approval by the ATA.

Scope
The following document includes fundamental require-

ments to be followed when providing medical and other health

care services using telecommunication technologies, and any

other electronic communications between patients, practi-

tioners, and other health care providers, as well as ‘‘best

practice’’ recommendations. The guidelines apply to individ-

ual practitioners, group and specialty practices, hospitals and

health care systems, and other providers of health-related

services where there are telehealth interactions between pa-

tients and health care service providers.

When guidelines, position statements, or standards from

any other professional organization or society exist, health

professionals should also review these documents and, as

appropriate, incorporate them into practice.

These guidelines pertain primarily to health care profes-

sionals and patients located in the United States. In situations

wherein either or both parties are not within the United States,

these guidelines may be referenced, but any local guidelines

that are in place should take precedence.1–3

These guidelines are intended to be used as a companion to

the ATA Core Operational Guidelines for Telehealth Services.4

Recommendations in the core guidelines are not repeated

herein except to emphasize or expand upon a particular point,

or to provide domain-specific detail. The reader should review

the core guidelines first to provide the context for proper

understanding and implementation of the Practice Guidelines

for Ocular Telehealth-Diabetic Retinopathy.

The guidelines address three aspects of service delivery:

clinical, technical, and administrative. Based upon the quan-

tity and quality of peer-reviewed evidence, the guidelines are

classified into four levels of adherence:

. ‘‘Shall’’ indicates required action whenever feasible and/

or practical.
. ‘‘Shall not’’ indicates a proscription or action that is

strongly advised against.
. ‘‘Should’’ indicates a recommended action without

excluding others.
. ‘‘May’’ indicates pertinent actions that may be considered to

optimize the telemedicine encounter or operational process.

These indications are found in bold throughout the

document.

Introduction
These guidelines present recommendations for designing,

implementing, and operating an ocular telehealth diabetic

retinopathy (DR) program in a broad range of clinical settings

and targeted outcomes. This document also addresses current

clinical, technical, and administrative issues that form the

basis for evaluating DR telehealth techniques and technolo-

gies. These guidelines are intended to be consistent with

federal regulations and industry best practices at the time of

publication that emphasize clinical quality, data security and

integrity, and interoperable health information exchange.

Federal, state, and regional regulations supersede the recom-

mendations in these guidelines. This document will be reviewed

periodically and revised to reflect evolving technologies, evi-

dence, regulations, and clinical guidelines.

This third edition of the guidelines includes four new clinical

appendices that introduce additional ocular telehealth do-

mains (Appendices A3, A9–A11). These are planned for future

PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR OCULAR TELEHEALTH-DR
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development into independent guidelines to be included in an

ocular telehealth suite of practice guidelines.

Practice Guidelines
CLINICAL GUIDELINES

I. Principles of an ocular telehealth program for DR. Private

individuals, public and private organizations, and national and

international agencies may undertake telemedicine programs

for DR that have been shown to be efficacious, cost-effective,

and scalable means to identify diabetes-related eye disease and

thereby prevent visual loss. Designing, building, implementing,

and sustaining an ocular telehealth DR program require clearly

defined mission, vision, goals, and guiding principles. The

following statements are a guide for leadership and staff in

developing and sustaining appropriate and effective programs.

A. MISSION. Increase cost-effective and culturally sensi-

tive access and adherence to accepted standards of eye care for

people with diabetes mellitus (DM).

B. VISION. Ocular telehealth can be an integral component

of primary care for people with DM by expanding patient-

centric access to retinal examinations consistent with

evidence-based recommendations for eye care in diabetes.

C. GOALS.

. Improve access to diagnosis and evidence-based man-

agement of DR.
. Reduce the incidence of vision loss due to DR.
. Decrease the cost of identifying patients with DR.
. Promote telehealth to enhance the efficiency and clinical

effectiveness of evaluation, diagnosis and management

of DR.
. Promote telehealth to enhance the availability, patient

centricity, quality, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of

remote evaluation and management of DR.
. Facilitate integration of diabetes eye care with primary

and specialty medical care.
. Promote widespread adoption of telehealth services

for DR.5

D. GUIDING PRINCIPLES. Although ocular telehealth pro-

grams offer new opportunities to improve access and quality

of care for people with DR, programs shall be developed for

deployment in a safe and effective manner. Program outcomes

shall be closely monitored to meet or exceed current

standards-of-care for retinal examination and identify op-

portunities to improve service delivery and clinical outcomes.

DM adversely affects the entire eye and has a diverse in-

fluence on visual function. Patients should be aware that a

validated teleophthalmology examination of the retina may

substitute for a traditional onsite dilated retinal evaluation for

DR, but patients shall be informed that the examination is not

a replacement for a comprehensive eye examination, and does

not replace the need for ongoing care by conventional eye

examinations.

II. Ethics. Regardless of the program, the care of the pa-

tient shall not be compromised. Telemedicine practice shall

conform to the same professional ethics that govern in-

person care. This responsibility encompasses a broad range

of issues including, but not limited to, confidentiality, image

quality, data integrity, clinical accuracy, reliability, and

adherence to all applicable national and local regulations

such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act (HIPAA). Telemedicine programs and providers shall

incorporate ethical statements and policies and legal/

regulatory requirements into their standard operating pro-

cedures, including:

. An explicit code of ethics.

. Compliance with applicable federal, state, and jurisdic-

tional laws and regulations, and institutional policies.
. Nondiscrimination clause regarding denial of service to

people on the basis of disability, gender, gender prefer-

ence or sexual orientation, ethnicity, national origin, or

religious affiliation.
. Provision of care in a culturally sensitive manner.
. Provision of service not conditional upon receipt of

payment by the patient.

III. Clinical validation. Multicenter national clinical trials

provide evidence-based criteria for clinical guidelines in di-

agnosing and treating DR (Appendix A1). Telehealth programs

for DR shall define program goals and performance in relation

to broadly accepted clinical standards.

Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) 30�,
stereoscopic, seven-standard field, color, 35mm slides (based

on the ETDRS extension of the modified Airlie House classifi-

cation of DR,6 ETDRS photographs) have been the gold stan-

dard for evaluating DR in major clinical trials of DR. Although

no standard criteria have been widely accepted as performance

measurements of digital imagery used for DR evaluation, cur-

rent clinical trials sponsored by the National Eye Institute have

transitioned to digital images for DR assessment.7,8

Telehealth programs for DR should demonstrate an ability

to compare favorably with ETDRS film or digital photography

as reflected in kappa values for agreement of diagnosis, false-

positive and false-negative readings, positive predictive
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value, negative predictive value, sensitivity and specificity of

diagnosing levels of DR and diabetic macular edema (DME).9–

12 Because programs have reported referral-warranted ocular

disease in many patients with ungradable images, inability to

obtain or grade images should be considered a positive find-

ing and patients with unobtainable or ungradable images

should be promptly reimaged or referred for a more advanced

evaluation.13

It is recognized that severity

levels of DR other than those

defined by the ETDRS are used

clinically for grading DR (see

Table 1 for comparisons between

ETDRS levels of DR and the

International Clinical Diabetic

Retinopathy Disease Severity

Scale, and Table 2 for compari-

sons between ETDRS DME and

the International Clinical Dia-

betic Retinopathy Disease Se-

verity Scale).14 Protocols should

state the reference standard used

for validation and relevant data

sets used for comparison.

This Practice Guidelines for

Ocular Telehealth-Diabetic Re-

tinopathy defines four major categories of validation for DR

telehealth programs using ETDRS photographs as the reference

standard. The validation study shall be structured to assess the

program’s ‘‘end-to-end’’ performance rather than any single

piece of its technology, and the study design should follow

conventional scientific methodology. Although ETDRS photo-

graphs currently provide an ideal standard for validation,

clinical comparators may be used for program validation if the

examination is conducted by a retinal specialist using accepted

best practices.

Validation categories are not a quality continuum, but rather

performance categories that describe distinct clinical outcomes

of public health relevance reflecting program goals. In addition,

they provide a standardized language for communicating per-

formance for clinical, research, reimbursement, request for pro-

posal (RFP), and regulatory compliance purposes. Information

about the program’s validation study design and performance

should be publicly available to users and other stakeholders.

A. CATEGORY 1. Category 1 validation indicates a system

can separate patients into one of two groups: (1) those who

have no or very mild nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy

(NPDR) (ETDRS level 20 or below) and (2) those with levels of

mild NPDR or greater (greater than or equal to ETDRS level

35). Functionally, category 1 validation allows screening for

presence versus absence of DR.

B. CATEGORY 2. Category 2 validation indicates a program

accurately determines if sight-threatening diabetic retinop-

athy (STDR) or potentially STDR is present or not present as

evidenced by any level of DME, severe or worse levels of

NPDR (ETDRS level 53 or worse), or proliferative diabetic

Table 1. International Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy Scale
Compared with Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study
Levels of Diabetic Retinopathy

INTERNATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION

LEVEL OF DR
ETDRS LEVEL OF DR
(ETDRS REPORT 12)

No apparent retinopathy Level 10; DR absent

Levels 14, 15; DR questionable

Mild NPDR Level 20; microaneurysms only

Moderate NPDR Level 35; mild NPDR

Levels 43, 47; moderate NPDR

Severe NPDR Levels 53A–53E; severe NPDR, very severe NPDR

PDR Level 61; mild PDR

Level 65; moderate PDR

Levels 71, 75; high-risk PDR

Levels 81, 85; advanced PDR

DR, diabetic retinopathy; ETDRS, Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study;

NPDR, nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy; PDR, proliferative diabetic

retinopathy.

Table 2. International Clinical Diabetic Macular Edema Scale Compared
with Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study Where Noted

DISEASE SEVERITY
LEVEL FINDINGS DME SCALE

DME apparently absent No apparent retinal thickening

or HE in posterior pole

DME apparently present Some apparent retinal thickening

or HE in posterior pole

Mild DME: some retinal thickening or HE in posterior

pole but distant from center of the macula

(ETDRS: DME but not CSME) (not central-involved DME)

Moderate DME: retinal thickening or HE approaching

the center but not involving the center

(ETDRS: CSME) (not central-involved DME)

Severe DME: retinal thickening or HE involving

the center of the macula

(ETDRS: CSME) (central-involved DME)

CSME, clinically significant macular edema; DME, diabetic macular edema; HE, hard exudates.

PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR OCULAR TELEHEALTH-DR
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retinopathy (PDR) (ETDRS level 61 or worse). Functionally,

category 2 allows screening for presence versus absence of

STDR or potentially STDR.

C. CATEGORY 3. Category 3 validation indicates that a

program accurately identifies ETDRS-defined clinical levels of

NPDR (mild, moderate, or severe), PDR (early and high risk),

and DME (central-involved DME or not central-involved

DME). Functionally, category 3 validation provides a clinical

diagnosis of DR/DME severity to match conventional clinical

retinal examination through dilated pupils or ETDRS photo-

graphs, allowing remote management of the patient.

D. CATEGORY 4. Category 4 validation indicates that a

program accurately identifies the presence and degree of

specific lesions of DR to match the ability of ETDRS photo-

graphs to determine all specific lesions and levels of DR and

DME, ranging from levels 10 to 90. Functionally, category 4

validation indicates a program can replace or coexist with

ETDRS photographs as a gold standard and may be used in

any clinical or research program.15

The validation categories entail all components of a pro-

gram (end-to-end) and do not refer to any single element

such as the retinal imaging device, imaging protocol, image

manager, compression protocol, image display, and image

review protocol.

Determination of the validation category should be done by

a properly designed study using ETDRS photographs as con-

trols, although clinical comparators by a retinal specialist may

be used. The study groups shall include statistically appro-

priate representation from the full range of DR and DME se-

verity from no clinically evident DR/DME to PDR and central-

involved DME or not central-involved DME.

Threshold sensitivity and specificity for validation categories

1 and 2 shall be 80% and 95%,16 respectively, and shall be

calculated including ungradable images. For categories 3 and 4,

a test of categorical agreement such as the kappa statistic with

substantial agreement should be used. For example, the system

of Landis and Koch defines slight agreement as kappa of 0–

0.20; fair agreement, 0.21–0.40; moderate agreement, 0.41–

0.60; substantial agreement as 0.61–0.80; and almost perfect

agreement as >0.81.11,17 The threshold for image gradability

shall be defined in a structured manner, and ungradable images

shall be included as a positive finding in statistical analyses.

The study that establishes the program’s clinical perfor-

mance and validation category applies to all its im-

plementations. Clinical fidelity with the validation study is

maintained by standardized implementation and ongoing

quality assurance (QA) (Appendix A6). Accordingly, individ-

ual implementations within the original program need not be

restudied. However, substantial changes in technology or

clinical operations may warrant repeat study to re-establish

clinical performance and validation category.

A telehealth program’s validation category impacts clinical,

business, and operational features. The category influences

hardware and software technology, staffing and support,

clinical workflow and outcomes, participant licensure, QA,

and business plan. Equipment cost, technical difficulty, op-

erational complexity, and training requirements increase with

increasing program performance as measured by validation

category.18

A telehealth program’s goals and desired performance may

influence choice of technology and protocol. Some programs use

pharmacologic pupil dilation on all or selected patients, whereas

others perform imaging with nonmydriatic cameras and un-

dilated pupils. A higher rate of ungradable photographs has been

reported through undilated versus dilated pupils.19–21 People

with diabetes, particularly those >50 years of age, often have

smaller pupils and a greater incidence of cataracts, which may

limit image quality if performed through an undilated pupil.22,23

Pupil dilation is associated with a small risk of angle-

closure glaucoma. Although the risk of inducing angle-

closure glaucoma with dilation using 0.5% tropicamide is

minimal with no reported cases in a large meta-analysis,24,25

programs using pupil dilation shall have a defined protocol to

recognize and address this potential complication. Pupil di-

lation is not an operational requirement for any particular

validation category, but ocular telehealth programs for DR

may use pupil dilation based upon regulatory dependencies,

program preferences, and outcome goals.

Depending on the telehealth program operational prefer-

ences and validation category, images may be acquired and

reviewed stereoscopically. Evidence suggests that accurate

identification of macular edema presence or severity may not

always be possible using nonstereoscopic modalities.26

Without direct assessment of retinal thickening through ste-

reoscopic evaluation or optical coherence tomography (OCT),

determination of DME relies upon surrogate lesions of hard

exudates or microaneurysms in the macular field.27,28 How-

ever, macular edema is not completely defined or identifiable

by these surrogate markers in all cases.29,30 Central-involved

DME or not central-involved DME is often accompanied by

other DR lesions that may also independently trigger referral.

It is possible that a program without stereoscopic cap-

abilities or OCT may be validated to identify macular edema

with acceptable sensitivity,28,31 even though stereoscopic

evaluation of DME is significantly more sensitive and specific

than monoscopic techniques.21 Artificial intelligence (AI) al-

gorithms may offer another indirect measure of DME that has
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sufficient accuracy to warrant clinical applications in some

settings32 (Appendix A3). A program may use nonstereo-

scopic techniques to establish DME severity based upon its

operational preferences and demonstrated validation cate-

gory.

IV. Communication. Communication is the foundation of

ocular telehealth.33,34 Communication shall be coordinated

and reliable among originating site (OS) and distant site (DS),

telehealth providers and patients, and telehealth providers and

other members of the patient’s health care team. Commu-

nication with patients shall be aligned with the patients’

cultural and physical needs. Providers interpreting retinal

telehealth images shall render reports in accordance with

relevant jurisdictions, community standards, and regulatory

requirements. Although reporting is typically provided to

referring providers, the program should emphasize consistent

and timely communication to the patient of the telemedicine

examination outcome.

V. Personnel qualifications. Telehealth programs for DR de-

pend upon a variety of functions. Distinct individuals may

assume these responsibilities or a person may assume several

roles depending on the size and scope of the program. Qua-

lifications of these personnel shall be documented, including

initial and recurrent training.

A. MEDICAL CARE SUPERVISOR. An appropriately licensed

ophthalmologist or optometrist with expertise in evaluation

and management of DR shall assume ultimate responsibility

for the program and is responsible for oversight of image

interpretation, report recommendations, and patient safety.

Responsibilities include delivering timely recommendations

for appropriate care management and providing feedback to

the imagers, graders, and other program participants. Re-

sponsibilities also include ensuring that all components of the

program, including image acquisition, grading, and reporting,

are of appropriate quality and that related patient health data

meet accepted and expected standards. Nonmedical oversight

may be used depending on validation category, goals of the

program, regulatory requirements, and QA safeguards. This

role may include coordinating and tailoring the integration of

the telehealth workflow for DR into the local clinical setting.35

B. PATIENT CARE COORDINATOR. The patient care coordinator

ensures that each patient receives DR education and completes

appropriate follow-up, especially for those meeting criteria

for referral. A program may use a dedicated position for this

role or use a shared position depending on the program size

and geographic scope.

C. IMAGE ACQUISITION PERSONNEL. Image acquisition per-

sonnel (‘‘imagers’’) are responsible for acquiring retinal im-

ages. A licensed eye care professional may not be physically

available at all times during a telehealth session, so imagers

shall possess the knowledge and skills for imaging inde-

pendently or with assistance and consultation by telephone,

including:

. Understanding of basic ocular telehealth technology and

principles.
. Qualifications for obtaining appropriate image fields of

diagnostic quality.
. Understanding of the clinical appearance of common

retinal diseases requiring immediate or urgent evaluation.
. Communication skills for acquiring patient informed

consent and providing patient education.
. Basic understanding of angle-closure glaucoma if pupil

dilation is performed, including entry-level skills in

screening for shallow anterior chamber and recognition

of angle-closure signs and symptoms.

D. IMAGE REVIEW AND EVALUATION PERSONNEL. Image review

and evaluation specialists (readers) are responsible for timely

grading of images for retinal lesions and determining levels of

DR. Only qualified readers shall perform retinal image grading

and interpretation. Qualifications shall include academic and

clinical training. If a reader is not an optometrist or oph-

thalmologist, specific training and demonstrated proficiency

shall be required. Grading skills shall be appropriate to

technology and ATA validation category used in the ocular

telehealth DR program.

A licensed qualified optometrist or ophthalmologist with

expertise in DR and familiarity with program technology

should supervise readers. An adjudicating reader may resolve

ambiguous or controversial interpretation. In most cases, an

adjudicating reader may be an optometrist or ophthalmolo-

gist, but in all cases the adjudicating reader shall have special

qualifications in DR by training or experience.

E. INFORMATION SYSTEMS PERSONNEL. An information sys-

tems specialist is responsible for system privacy/confidenti-

ality protocols, connectivity, data integrity, availability of

stored images, and disaster recovery.36,37 The specialist should

be available in case of system malfunction to solve problems,

initiate repairs, and coordinate system-wide maintenance.

TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

I. Equipment specifications. Telehealth systems used in the

United States shall conform to applicable Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) regulations. Telehealth systems used
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inside and/or outside the United States should meet applicable

national and local statutes, regulations, and accepted stan-

dards. Elements include:

. Image acquisition hardware (computers, cameras, and

other peripherals).
. Image transmission, storage and retrieval, and display

systems.
. Image analysis and clinical workflow management

(scheduling follow-up examinations, clinical communi-

cation management, and decision support tools).
. Security and confidentiality of protected health infor-

mation (PHI) and images.

Equipment specifications will vary with program needs,

validation category, and available technology (Fig. 1). Equip-

ment shall provide image quality and availability appropriate

for clinical needs, program goals, and regulatory requirements.

The diagnostic accuracy of any imaging system shall be vali-

dated as an integrated component of the overall program be-

fore incorporation into a telehealth system.10–12,38–42 Specific

imaging and reading technology and protocols vary widely,

but are generally related to the operational environment and

validation category.

All relevant technologies, including image acquisition,

image management/Picture Archiving and Communication

System (PACS), and interfaces to patient management systems

(PMSs), and electronic medical records (EMRs)/electronic

health records (EHRs), should be Digital Imaging and

Communications in Medicine (DICOM)43 and Health Level 7

(HL7) standards compliant. New equipment and periodic

upgrades to incorporate expanded DICOM standards should

be part of an ongoing performance improvement program.

DICOM Supplement 91 (Ophthalmic Photography), which

addresses ophthalmic digital images, was released in 2004

and updated in 2009,44 DICOM Supplements 110 (Ophthal-

mic Tomography) 2007,45 173 (Wide Field Ophthalmic

Photography) 2015,46 and 197 (Ophthalmic Tomography

Angiography) 201747 may be useful in certain ocular tele-

health applications and should be considered if relevant

technology is used.

Fig. 1. IHE-Eye Care, unified eye care workflow (Reprinted with the permission of the IHE Eye Care Domain). EMR, electronic medical record;
IHE, Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise; PMS, patient management system. Color images are available online.
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A. IMAGE ACQUISITION. To provide alignment with the ac-

cepted standards for medical imaging, retinal image data sets

should adhere to DICOM standards. When DICOM protocols

are used, patient information, eye and retina characteristics,

image type, type of retinal examination, retinal image set, and

other data shall be linked to image files as metadata.48 Ad-

ditional relevant information such as medical and surgical

history, and laboratory values may also be included as me-

tadata of an image series or otherwise linked to the images for

use during image interpretation and reporting (Appendix A2).

There are many equipment options available for image

capture, but most devices currently used in telemedicine for

DR (Tmed-DR) are flash-based fundus cameras designed for

eye clinic settings and adapted for telemedicine use.21 The

device selected shall be appropriate for the program’s clinical,

business, and operational characteristics, and shall be used in

a manner suitable for the validation category, and coordinated

with the other equipment components of the program (see

Interoperability section and Appendix A2).

Many factors must be considered when selecting a partic-

ular retinal imaging device and imaging protocol. Most

commercially available retinal imaging devices have suffi-

cient resolution for Tmed-DR. The minimum resolution for

this purpose is 20 pixels per degree.49 Diagnostic accuracy of

the system is the pivotal feature that enables a particular

validation category. The ungradable rate is a related feature

since this rate can affect the system’s functional specificity.

Important features influencing diagnostic accuracy include

field of view (FOV) and mydriatic versus nonmydriatic imag-

ing.21 Although variation in methodology makes it difficult to

compare existing reports, in general, larger aggregate FOV and

mydriasis are associated with the highest diagnostic accuracy

and lowest ungradable rate when using flash photography.

(Table 3) The total FOV is the most influential feature in this

consideration, with nonmydriatic ultrawide field imaging per-

formance roughly equivalent to multifield mydriatic systems.21

The form factor of the imaging station (retinal camera and

supporting equipment) is an early consideration during equip-

ment selection. A system that can be easily transported between

sites allows an increased and adaptable catchment area for the

program while limiting equipment costs. Most retinal imaging

devices for this purpose must be adapted from devices designed

and marketed for conventional clinic applications.

Mobile systems based upon a smartphone platform have a

favorable form factor and cost features, and carry the addi-

tional advantage of integrated image transmission. Although

clinical potential has been demonstrated with these devices,50

limited sensitivity and specificity for DR detection and se-

verity level diagnosis limit their use. Moreover, a lack of

standardization and a short product cycle life create signifi-

cant business and interoperability challenges.51

Portable systems using handheld imaging devices are larger

and more costly than smartphones, and may suffer from some

of the same limitations.52–54 High-quality evidence of their

efficacy is lacking, although studies are ongoing to validate

these devices.55

Another alternative for portable Tmed-DR operations is the

conversion of a conventional fundus camera for portable use by

use of a transportable case. This method retains the performance

and connectivity benefits of the conventional retinal imager but

often requires the construction of a customized hardened case for

device protection, resulting in a large and heavy item that may

be cumbersome to move, and requires a desktop configuration.

B. IMAGE DISPLAY. Retinal images used for diagnosis

should be displayed on high-quality monitors of appropriate

size, resolution, gamma setting, refresh rate, and viewing

environment. Monitors, stereoscopic viewing (if applicable),

Table 3. Meta-analysis of a 20-Year Review of the Telemedicine for Diabetic Retinopathy Literature

NO. OF 45� FIELDS

SENSITIVITY (%) SPECIFICITY (%) UNGRADABLE RATE (%)

MYDRIATIC NONMYDRIATIC MYDRIATIC NONMYDRIATIC MYDRIATIC NONMYDRIATIC

1 83% – 11 72% – 14 88% – 17 95% – 4 8% – 7 24% – 20

2 81% – 18 82% – 31 92% – 6 77% – 23 4% – 3 19% – 10

3 89% – 6 87% – 16 93% – 7 91% – 14 5% – 3 15% – 12

The predominate format of 45� FOV systems are shown. Mean sensitivity and specificity to match program goals (diabetic retinopathy detection, severity, or referral rate)

and study ungradable rate (– standard deviation) of 45� FOV systems using 1, 2, or 3 mydriatic or nonmydriatic 45� fields.

Note: Adapted from Horton et al.24

FOV, field of view.
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and settings should be appropriate for the program’s clinical

goals, and described in its validation study. Displays should be

calibrated regularly to ensure ongoing fidelity with original

validation display conditions. Revalidation should be per-

formed if settings or components are materially changed.

Ambient light level, reflections, and other artifacts should be

controlled in the reading area to ensure standardized viewing

consistent with the original validation conditions.

C. IMAGE ANALYSIS. Computer algorithms to enhance

digital retinal image quality or provide automated identifi-

cation of retinal pathology are emerging technologies. Image

analysis tools for enhancing image quality (histogram

equalization, edge sharpening, image deconvolution, etc.) or

identifying lesions such as microaneurysms, hemorrhages,

or hard exudates can be used to aid retinopathy assessment.

Computer algorithms may also be used to facilitate and

standardize reader assessment of DR and DME severity using

rules based upon accepted standards. Appendix A3 summa-

rizes the use of autonomous and computer-assisted detection

for classification and diagnosis of DR image processing.

Computer algorithms for DR assessment of retinal images

shall undergo rigorous clinical validation with the outcome

mapped to the ATA validation categories for DR before being

used. Regulatory approval may be required in the United

States.

The nature of telemedicine allows clinical and related pa-

tient data to be reviewed remotely in a nonclinical setting

where ambient conditions and privacy are less controlled.

Staff involved in assessment of Tmed-DR images and related

data shall ensure privacy and confidentiality of all patient

information. The reading environment shall be reasonably

controlled for reader distractions, and the ambient lighting

shall be consistent with monitor calibration.

II. Data management

A. INTEROPERABILITY. Health information technology (HIT)

interoperability is the ability of systems to exchange and use

electronic health information from other systems without

special effort on the part of the user to advance the health

status of and the effective delivery of health care for indi-

viduals and communities.56 HIT interoperability has been

recognized as a key element in moving the health care system

toward improved outcomes, patient safety, and efficiencies.57

In the United States, an integrated digital health care system

has been described by federal regulations and its im-

plementation heavily incentivized. Initially these incentives

occurred through supplemental payments, but more recently

this approach has transitioned to a system of financial pen-

alties for nonconforming providers and health care facilities.

This emphasis stems from evidence that harmonized com-

munication of HIT improves operational efficiency, patient

safety, and public health reporting through the availability of

patient health information at the right place and the right

time. The current regulatory roadmap suggests continued

regulatory attention to interoperability,58,59 so ocular tele-

health programs should consider interoperability options

when selecting equipment and software. Additional infor-

mation about interoperability is available in Appendix A2.

B. COMPRESSION. Data compression may facilitate efficient

transmission, storage, and retrieval of retinal images, and may

be used if the algorithms have undergone clinical valida-

tion.60,61 DICOM recognizes lossy and lossless compression of

medical images in multiple supplements relevant to ocular

telehealth, and the type and character of compression used are

encoded in the DICOM metadata.44,45,62,63 Compression types

and ratios shall be included in clinical validation and should

be periodically reviewed to ensure appropriate clinical image

quality and diagnostic accuracy.

C. DATA COMMUNICATION AND TRANSMISSION. A variety of

technologies are available for data communication. Ocular

telehealth programs should determine specifications for

transmission technologies best suited to the program’s clini-

cal, technical, and business needs. Transmission systems shall

have robust error checking and recovery protocols to ensure

data integrity.64 Data communications should be compliant

with DICOM and HL7 standards. If DICOM conformant

equipment is used, ocular telehealth system equipment man-

ufacturers shall supply DICOM conformance statements.

If ocular telehealth applications are integrated with existing

health information systems, interoperability should incorpo-

rate DICOM and HL7 conformance, and establish appropriate

workflow for patient scheduling and report transmission.65

Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise-Eye Care (IHE-Eye Care)

Technical Frameworks66 may be used to further facilitate and

standardize health information exchange between imaging

devices and EHRs.

D. ARCHIVING AND RETRIEVAL. Ocular telehealth systems

shall provide storage capacities and duration in compliance

with facility, state, and federal medical record retention regu-

lations. Images may be securely stored and archived locally,

at imaging or reading sites, offsite, or on the web, and shall

satisfy all jurisdiction requirements. Storage and query/retrieve

transactions with PACS or other image mangers should con-

form to DICOM protocols. All study images and reports shall be

available consistent with regulations and statues.
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Each facility shall have digital image archiving policies and

procedures equivalent to existing policies for protecting other

data and hardcopy records. Telehealth programs shall also

address HIPAA security requirements for data backup and

archive.

E. SECURITY. Ocular telehealth systems shall have network

and software security protocols to protect patient confiden-

tiality and identification of image data. Measures shall be

taken to safeguard and ensure data integrity against inten-

tional or unintentional data corruption. Privacy should be

ensured through a minimum 128-bit encryption and two-

factor authentication technology. Digital signatures may be

used at image acquisition sites. Transmission of retinal im-

aging studies and study results shall conform to HIPAA pri-

vacy and security requirements.

F. RELIABILITY AND REDUNDANCY. Written policies and pro-

cedures shall be in place to ensure continuity of care and

conformance to HIPAA requirements at levels similar to that

for hardcopy retinal imaging studies and medical records.

Policies and procedures should include internal redundancy

systems, backup telecommunications, and a disaster recovery

plan. Ocular telehealth reports shall be retained and digital

retinal images should be retained as part of patient medical

records in a manner and duration to meet regulatory, facility,

and medical staff clinical needs.

G. DOCUMENTATION. Readers rendering reports on DR or

other ocular abnormalities should comply with standardized

diagnostic and management guidelines as established by the

American Academy of Ophthalmology67 or the American

Optometric Association.68 Reports should be based on HL7 or

DICOM formats to facilitate health information exchange and

recognition by quality performance surveys. Reports should

provide DR severity levels consistent with accepted standards

as appropriate for ATA validation category used. Medical

nomenclature should conform to Systematic Nomenclature of

Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT)69 standards. Trans-

mission of reports shall conform to HIPAA privacy and se-

curity requirements.

ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES

I. Legal requirements. Legal and regulatory issues relating to

the practice of ocular telehealth are generally the same as

other telemedicine modalities and carry the risk management

considerations of conventional medical practice.33,70,71 A DR

telehealth program should use the same safeguards to mitigate

risk.

A. FACILITY ACCREDITATION. Some hospital telehealth pro-

grams fall within regulatory jurisdictions of The Joint

Commission (TJC) and/or Centers for Medicare and Med-

icaid Services (CMS).72 TJC and Accreditation Association

for Ambulatory Health Care accredit ambulatory health

care facilities.73,74 These accrediting bodies publish

standards that apply to telemedicine activities, making reg-

ulatory compliance a mandatory component for most

hospital-based telehealth programs. There are specific ref-

erences to telemedicine in TJC Environment of Care and

Medical Staff sections, including LD.04.03.09, MS.13.01.01,

and MS.13.01.03.75

CMS requirements also occur indirectly through related

activities, such as standards for contract care. There are other

accreditation standards that may apply to a specific program

and clinical setting, with similar, but not identical require-

ments. Awareness and understanding of these standards and

the applicable CMS regulations can be daunting.76 Ocular

telehealth programs shall carefully review applicable stan-

dards to ensure conformance.

B. HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT.

Ocular telehealth programs should obtain professional con-

sultation for HIPAA compliance specific to their program.

Telehealth programs shall consider HIPAA privacy77,78 and

security79,80 regulations in clinical, administrative, and tech-

nical operation plans. Privacy and security issues are listed in

Appendix A4.

C. PRIVILEGING AND CREDENTIALING. Ocular telehealth pro-

viders may require privileging and credentialing. Licensed

providers responsible for interpretation of retinal telehealth

images shall be credentialed and obtain privileges at OS and

DS if required by applicable statues and regulations, and fa-

cility bylaws.81,82 Technical staff usually do not require for-

mal privileging and credentialing, but shall have their duties

and job-specific competencies described in a position de-

scription or equivalent. If telemedicine providers undergo

credentialing and privileging, ocular telehealth programs

should utilize the CMS regulations and accreditation stan-

dards for ‘‘privileging and credentialing by proxy.’’ See Ap-

pendix A5 for CMS regulations and accreditation standards

for telemedicine providers.

D. FRAUD AND ABUSE. Telemedicine programs are subject

to the fraud and abuse statutes and regulations concerning

health care-related kickbacks and other financial inducements

for referrals. The antikickback statute prohibits payment or

any receipt of remunerations for referrals or purchasing

equipment reimbursable under federal health programs.83 The
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language in this law is so broad that ‘‘Safe Harbors’’ were

created to lessen the impact on legitimate ventures.84

The Stark Act prohibits physicians from making a referral

for designated health services to an entity with which the

physician (or immediate family member) has a financial re-

lationship.85,86 Self-referrals occur when physicians refer

patients to medical facilities in which they or their immediate

family have a financial interest. For example, an ophthal-

mologist places a retinal imaging workstation in a primary

care provider’s office at deep discount or gratis and reads

images at little or no charge. The Stark statute may have been

violated if patients needing treatment are referred to the

ophthalmologist. This practice may be avoided by charging

the primary care provider full market value for equipment and

services and offering the patient a choice of referral oph-

thalmologists for treatment.87

Ocular telehealth programs should obtain council to es-

tablish policies and operational practices that prevent viola-

tion of the antikickback laws and Stark Act.

Another area of risk under the general category of fraud

and abuse is antitrust. Although telemedicine and other

e-health practices offer the opportunities of improved busi-

ness efficiencies, reduced incremental costs of services, and

new product offerings, in certain settings they may also be

interpreted as restraining trade. To mitigate antitrust risks,

the ocular telehealth program should identify aspects of the

program that threaten competition and implement appro-

priate safeguards under the guidance of council.

E. STATE MEDICAL PRACTICE ACTS/LICENSURE. In general,

telehealth legal issues assume telemedicine is the practice of

medicine, and telemedicine and telehealth programs are

subject to the ordinary laws and regulatory oversight that

govern all medical providers. These issues are addressed

variably by state medical practice acts, but even in the absence

of specific statutory or regulatory definitions, telehealth legal

claims would be difficult to defend against otherwise.33

All 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. terri-

tories require licensure for rendering medical care to patients

located in their jurisdiction, and a physician is considered

subject also to the medical practice laws and regulations

where the patient is located. Many states provide for some

degree of telemedicine-friendly licensure or license ‘‘porta-

bility’’ for telemedicine, including a small number of states

with telemedicine or special purpose licensure, and a larger

number with participation in the Interstate Medical Licensure

Compact.88 This compact allows qualified physicians seeking

to practice in multiple states to be eligible for expedited li-

censure in all states participating in the compact.

The ATA Interstate Telehealth Special Interest Group (SIG)

is a source of current information on cross-border practice

developments.89 Since this is an active topic for legislative

attention in many states, all programs should closely examine

the licensure options in states of intended practice.90,91

F. TORT LIABILITY. Telemedicine may reduce overall liabil-

ity risks through improved access and quality of care and

improved documentation. However, experience indicates that

telemedicine may increase the risk for liability for providers

and facilities that use it and for those who chose to not use it.

The elements of a medical malpractice claim are well estab-

lished, but telemedicine can also complicate traditional tort

liability. Issues include which entity or physician owes a duty

to the patient, standards-of-care, jurisdiction, and choice of

law.33 Although telemedicine providers should consult an

attorney familiar with telemedicine law, the fundamental

aspects of tort law are fairly uniform across jurisdictions:

. A physician has a duty to a patient to act within the

accepted standards-of-care.
. Standards-of-care were violated.
. A patient suffered an injury due to the violation of

standard-of-care.

1. Duty

A physician’s duty arises from the physician–patient rela-

tionship.92 Telemedicine alters the traditional context of this

relationship but a telemedicine encounter is sufficient to es-

tablish the relationship.33,93

2. Standards-of-care

The American Medical Association believes medical

specialty societies should develop or participate in the devel-

opment and implementation of telemedicine clinical guidelines

and position statements.94 Because telemedicine standards-of-

care are not universally established and recognized, questions

could arise regarding appropriateness of a telemedicine DR

evaluation, whether appropriate technology was selected (e.g.,

Validation Category 1, 2, 3 or 4), or whether the outcome was

appropriate for a particular setting or case. An example of a

controversial outcome is failure to diagnose nondiabetic reti-

nopathy pathology evident in images (e.g., venous occlusion

and choroidal neovascular membrane [CNVM]), or not evident

in images (e.g., choroidal melanoma anterior to the equator and

peripheral retinal tear/retinal detachment).

Issues of jurisdiction, choice of laws, and apportionment of

liability are additional issues that are incompletely defined by

statute and case law.95 Telehealth providers should consult

with legal counsel and their professional liability carrier to
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ensure proper risk management and medical liability coverage

in both OS and DS.

G. CONSENT. Patients have the right to autonomous in-

formed participation in health care decisions,96 but this right

cannot be exercised without enough information to allow an

informed choice.97 Informed consent is required for clinical

treatments and procedures, including those delivered through

telemedicine. When treatments or procedures delivered

through ocular telehealth are considered low risk and within

commonly accepted standards of practice, oral consent may

be sufficient and a written and signed consent may not be

required.81 Ocular telehealth services for DR may satisfy these

criteria. Patients should be informed that they have a choice of

telehealth and nontelehealth ocular assessment, treatments, or

procedures. Practitioners should provide patients’ informa-

tion about the ocular telehealth program they would reason-

ably want to know, including:

. Whether the services is novel or experimental.

. Differences between care delivered using ocular tele-

health and face-to-face examination.
. Benefits and risks of using ocular telehealth in the pa-

tient’s situation.
. Description of what is to be done at the patient’s site and

the remote site.

Informed consent requirements vary from state to state, and

currently, only a few states have laws that mandate informed

consent for telemedicine treatment. However, ocular telehealth

providers and programs should consult the statutes in their

jurisdiction to determine whether oral or written informed

consent is required for the telehealth services they render.

II. Quality control. A structured process for quality control

and ongoing performance improvement is fundamental in

health care,98 and no less so for Tmed-DR. A codified method

for collection, analysis, and reporting of programmatically

relevant data must be used to document clinical and pro-

grammatic outcomes, and ensure patient safety, regulatory

compliance, patient and provider satisfaction, and program

sustainability. This process is necessarily end-to-end in scope,

defined by specific and quantifiable quality measures relevant

to the program, and must include a process for correction of

identified fallout.

The technical quality of images and completeness of asso-

ciated clinical data shall be assessed on an ongoing basis to

ensure that their interpretation meets specified standards.

Policies must be in place to ensure patient care and safe-

ty,70,99,100 including addressing non-DR eye diseases and

findings not specifically related to DM. Ocular telehealth

programs shall also develop protocols that include policies

and procedures for monitoring and evaluating performance.81

Corrective action of undesired trends and context-

sensitive continuing education (CE) shall be included. Eva-

luation shall be tailored to include all components, such as

image acquisition, transmission, reading and reporting, as

well as related features such as reading latency, reporting

duration, and referral completion. Image acquisition and

reading quality assessment and performance improvement

are similar to clinical settings. Quality assessment shall

measure staff performance, data quality, and workflow. In

the case of licensed providers, peer review of clinical out-

come and identification of fallout cases to guide corrective

interventions shall be performed in alignment with local

policy and accreditation requirements.101,102 Training and

education standards shall be developed. An example of

performance categories and measures, and training and QA

methods is included in Appendix A6.

III. Operations. An operations manual is a comprehensive

documentation of how a program functions on a daily and

ongoing basis. A DR operations manual contains operational

information and description of key processes in sufficient

detail to provide standardized performance at all levels of the

program, and also guide new leadership and staff. It can also

describe QA and staff training procedures, but is not intended

to function as an employee handbook. A comprehensive

manual enables normal operations during leadership absence,

and provides a pathway to programmatic sustainability dur-

ing staffing changes at any level. Ocular telehealth programs

should develop and implement an operations manual that is

dynamic and evolves to remain aligned with program meth-

ods and goals.

IV. Customer support. Ocular telehealth programs use ad-

vanced technology in a broad range of settings, operated by

diverse staff with varying training and expertise. Ocular tel-

ehealth programs should have a structured support system

tailored to meet the needs of both internal and external cus-

tomers. This support can be categorized by:

A. ORIGINATING SITE.

. Imager: imaging process, hardware/software, initial

training and provisional certification, recurrent training,

QA, and evidenced-based recertification.
. Imaging device: image acquisition, operator-based ser-

vice, device faults, preventive maintenance, site-based

calibration, and diagnostics.
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. Provider/clinical contact: report retrieval/delivery and

interpretation, patient recall, and billing.

B. DATA TRANSMISSION.

. Connectivity/network errors.

. Data loss/recovery.

C. DISTANT SITE.

. Reader adjudication, initial training and provisional

certification, QA/peer review, recurrent training, and

evidence-based recertification.
. Diagnostic display equipment and software.

OS and DS may be in the same facility with data transmission

contained within a single local area network. Support for such

systems is typically less complex than geographically distrib-

uted programs involving multiple networks and servers.

Technical support can be divided into levels, or tiers, depending

on difficulty or urgency. Tiered help desks are common and a

convenient way to accommodate program needs efficiently. A

DR telehealth program should establish standards for addres-

sing customer support needs and tracking resolution of oper-

ational and technical problems. The outcome of customer

support should be a routine component of the program’s larger

QA program. Appendix A7 provides examples of support levels

and support priority.

V. Financial factors. Telehealth program sustainability de-

pends on a well-developed and executed business plan. The

actual cost of services can be a complex calculation, and

reimbursement depends upon accurate diagnostic and pro-

cedural coding, and pays for performance and quality in-

centives. The specifics of these issues vary between regions,

payers, and clinical settings, so each program should tailor

billing protocols with Medicare, Medicaid, and private in-

surance intermediaries.

A. REIMBURSEMENT. Billing codes and reimbursement

coverage are pivotal components for successful reimburse-

ment. Billing is usually divided into technical or image

capture (Current Procedural Terminology [CPT] suffix TC)

and professional or interpretation components (CPT suffix

26). Before 2011, most DR telehealth programs used the

92250 (Fundus Photography with Interpretation and Report)

CPT code. Infrequently, programs used CPT 92499 (Unlisted

Ophthalmic Service or Procedure), which requires negotiated

use with the fiscal intermediary or carrier.

In 2011, the CMS approved two new codes specific for re-

mote retinal imaging, CPT 92227 and 92228. The reimburse-

ment landscape is highly dynamic, and has substantial state,

regional, and payer differences. Failure to attend to these

changing differences appropriately can result in failed reim-

bursement and, in some instances, costly penalties. For these

reasons, programs should seek ongoing council to ensure

compliance with the requirements of a particular payer or

fiscal intermediary, and locale. See Appendix A8 for addi-

tional information regarding billing and reimbursement of DR

ocular telehealth services.

B. GRANTS. Grants have been used to establish tele-

medicine programs for defined circumstances and duration.

Although an important method for proof of concept, grants

are usually not viable for sustained clinical operation. As

telehealth programs become more common as routine tools

for health care, grants have become less common business

plans for DR ocular telehealth. DR telehealth programs should

have business plans that ensure revenue for sustainability,

usually through reimbursement for services through Medi-

care, Medicaid, private insurance carriers, or per capita or

transaction-based contracts.

C. FEDERAL PROGRAMS. There are several large tele-

medicine programs that reside within federal agencies and

are funded by recurring federal appropriations. Examples

include the Indian Health Service and the Veterans Health

Administration. These programs sometime supplement their

federal appropriations with external reimbursements, but

their predominant business plan is cost avoidance through

improved outcomes stemming from increased compliance

with standards-of-care.

D. OTHER FINANCIAL FACTORS. Nonrevenue financial bene-

fits of a DR telehealth program may include cost savings over

traditional care delivery; however, benefits may not be real-

ized by the entity creating them. For example, patients and

third-party payers may realize financial savings through cost

avoidance produced by a DR telehealth program, whereas the

primary care physicians funding the program realize little or

no direct savings.

Under current reimbursement policies in the United States,

DR telehealth may be a better business model in closed sys-

tems, such as managed care, where costs and return on in-

vestment are realized by the same entity that funds and

operates the program. However, it is important to recognize

that cost-avoidance benefits occur over time and may not

immediately offset day-to-day operational expenses. Gov-

ernment pay-for-performance incentive programs may

change the relationship between program funding and
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reimbursement in the future. Appendix A8 contains financial

information on logistic efficiencies, disease prevention, and

resource utilization.

E. EQUIPMENT COST. Imaging costs depend on many factors,

but with the decreasing cost of computing and telecommuni-

cations, a retinal camera is frequently the largest capital in-

vestment for a DR telehealth program. Retinal imaging devices

range from $3,500 to >$85,000, including fundus camera,

camera back, auxiliary lenses, computer, software, and network

hardware. Almost all retinal imagers used by ocular telehealth

DR programs are adaptations of devices designed for conven-

tional eye clinic use. Consequently, they have technical and

operation features and price points that are not optimized for

the telehealth setting. The specific imaging device selected for a

particular ocular telehealth DR program depends on its target

clinical goals, business plan, clinical design, and other factors

tied to clinical outcome and program scalability and sustain-

ability. An ocular telehealth DR program should carefully

weigh these factors before selecting a specific retinal imager.

Abbreviations

AEs ¼ adverse events

AI ¼ artificial intelligence

AMD ¼ age-related macular degeneration

AREDS ¼ Age-Related Eye Disease Study

ATA ¼ American Telemedicine Association

BIO ¼ binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy
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CBIA ¼ computer-based image analysis
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CPT ¼ Current Procedural Terminology

CQI ¼ continuous quality improvement
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DICOM ¼ Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine

DM ¼ diabetes mellitus

DME ¼ diabetic macular edema

DR ¼ diabetic retinopathy

DS ¼ distant site

EHRs ¼ electronic health records

EMR ¼ electronic medical record

ETDRS ¼ Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study

FDA ¼ Food and Drug Administration

FOV ¼ field of view

GA ¼ geographic atrophy

HE ¼ hard exudates

HIPAA ¼ Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

HIT ¼ health information technology

HL7 ¼ Health Level 7

IHE ¼ Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise

LIP ¼ licensed independent provider

MACs ¼ Medicare Administrative Contractors

NICU ¼ neonatal intensive care unit

NPDR ¼ nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy

OCT ¼ optical coherence tomography

OS ¼ originating site

PACS ¼ Picture Archiving and Communication System

PDR ¼ proliferative diabetic retinopathy

PHI ¼ protected health information

PMS ¼ patient management system

QA ¼ quality assurance

QALY ¼ quality-adjusted life year

RFP ¼ request for proposal

RNFL ¼ retinal nerve fiber layer

ROC ¼ receiver operating characteristics

ROP ¼ retinopathy of prematurity

RVUs ¼ relative value units

RW-ROP ¼ referral-warranted ROP

SIG ¼ Special Interest Group

SNOMED CT ¼ Systematic Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms

SNOMED ¼ Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine

STDR ¼ sight-threatening diabetic retinopathy

SUNDROP ¼ Stanford University Network for Diagnosis of Retinopathy

of Prematurity

TJC ¼ The Joint Commission (formerly Joint Commission for the

Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations)

Tmed-DR ¼ telemedicine for DR

TRCs ¼ Telehealth Resource Centers

VEGF ¼ vascular endothelial growth factor

Glossary
DICOM: Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine.

An international standard for distributing, storing, and

viewing medical images.

HL7: Health Level 7.

An international framework for the electronic exchange of

clinical, financial, and administrative information among

computer systems in hospitals, clinical laboratories, phar-

macies, etc.

IHE: Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise.

A global initiative by health care professionals and industry

to improve computer sharing of health care information

through coordinated use of established standards such as

DICOM and HL7.

SNOMED CT�: Systematic Nomenclature of Medicine

Clinical Terms.

A system of clinical health care terminology covering

diseases, findings, procedures, microorganisms, pharma-

ceuticals, etc.
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Appendices

Appendix A1. Clinical Validation
As telemedicine programs for DR were first developing,

there was considerable debate about technical requirements,

such as the number and field size of images needed for eval-

uation, the need for color versus gray scale images, stereo-

scopic viewing, and image compression. Early telehealth

programs for DR varied considerably with respect to their

technology, operational features, and clinical outcomes. In an

effort to facilitate provider and patient expectations, stan-

dardized reporting, and program development, the ATA

published Telehealth Practice Recommendations for Diabetic

Retinopathy in 2004103 through a collaboration between the

ATA Ocular Telehealth SIG and the National Institute of

Standards and Technology.

The ATA practice recommendations for DR were predi-

cated, in part, upon earlier work to standardized classifica-

tion and treatment of DR. In 1967, a group of leading

clinicians and researchers met at the Airlie House in Virginia

to address the growing problems of blindness and vision loss

from DR. One outcome of the meeting was the Airlie House

Classification of Diabetic Retinopathy. This classification

was subsequently modified by the Diabetic Retinopathy

Study104 and expanded by the ETDRS.6

The classification relied on a group of standard photographs

that illustrated characteristic lesions to grade a level of DR. To

grade the level of DR, the presence and degree of these lesions

were assessed in seven 30� retinal fields, and the classification,

with minor modifications and expansion, became the grading

tool for major clinical trials worldwide. Reference to these

standard photographs supported the ETDRS classification of DR.6

Since the Diabetic Retinopathy Study and the ETDRS pro-

vided firm evidence-based treatments for DR, it was crucial

that ocular telehealth programs for DR perform within the

standards established by these and other studies. The Airlie

House Classification of Diabetic Retinopathy was chosen for

program validation by the ATA.

Telehealth Practice Recommendations
for Diabetic Retinopathy

Telehealth programs for DR should clearly define program

goals and program performance in relation to accepted clin-

ical standards. In general, the selection of an ocular telehealth

system for evaluating DR should be based on the unique needs

of the program’s health care setting.

The Telehealth Practice Recommendations for Diabetic

Retinopathy recognized four categories of validation for

telehealth for DR using ETDRS 30�, stereo seven-standard

fields, color, 35 mm slides (ETDRS photographs) as a reference

standard. Since grading scales and standards other than

ETDRS are in use for grading DR,14 DR telehealth programs

should state the standards used for validation and relevant

data sets used for comparison. Furthermore, although ETDRS

photographs are a well-established standard for evaluating

DR, there is no clear-cut consensus on a suitable digital

photography protocol as a replacement for ETDRS photo-

graphs, although ongoing clinical trials are investigating

various imaging devices and techniques. With the advent of

digital photography and the migration away from film pho-

tography, digital retinal images have become the norm for

major clinical trials.7

Until standards for digital imagery are firmly established,

telehealth programs for DR should demonstrate an ability to

compare favorably with ETDRS photographs or a suitable

alternative as reflected in kappa values for agreement of

diagnosis, false-positive and false-negative readings, posi-

tive predictive value, negative predictive value, sensitivity

and specificity of identifying referral thresholds of DR se-

verity, and macular edema. The inability to obtain or read

images (ungradable images) should be considered a positive

finding for disease in telehealth programs for DR, and per-

sons with unobtainable or ungradable images generally

should be referred for evaluation by an eye care specialist.

The validation categories are not determined by any com-

ponent of image capture or image review, but rather are an

outcome of the overall program in an end-to-end manner.

These categories were defined in the original Telehealth

Practice Recommendations for Diabetic Retinopathy103 and

refined in the third edition as follows:

CATEGORY 1
Category 1 validation indicates a system can separate

patients into two categories: (1) those who have no or very

mild NPDR (ETDRS level 20 or below) and (2) those with

levels of DR more severe than ETDRS level 20. Functionally,

category 1 validation allows identification of patients who

have no or minimal DR and those who have more than

minimal DR.

- Clinical Performance: the system can distinguish patients

with no or very mild NPDR from those with levels greater

than very mild NPDR.

- Clinical application: screen for presence versus absence

of DR.
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CATEGORY 2
Category 2 validation indicates a system can accurately de-

termine whether STDR as evidenced by any level of DME, severe

or worse levels of NPDR (ETDRS level 53 or worse), or PDR

(ETDRS level 61 or worse) is present or not present. Category 2

validation allows identification of patients who do not have

STDR and those who have potentially STDR. These patients with

STDR generally require prompt referral for possible laser surgery.

- Clinical performance: the system can distinguish patients

with moderate or less NPDR and no DME from those with

NPDR greater than moderate or any level of PDR, or any

level of DME.

- Clinical application: screen for presence versus absence

of potentially STDR.

CATEGORY 3
Category 3 validation indicates a system can identify

ETDRS-defined levels of NPDR (mild, moderate, or severe),

PDR (early and high risk), and DME with accuracy sufficient to

determine appropriate follow-up and treatment strategies.

Category 3 validation allows patient management to match

clinical recommendations based on clinical retinal examina-

tion through dilated pupils.

- Performance: the system can distinguish patients with

ETDRS-defined clinical levels of NPDR (mild, moderate,

or severe), PDR (early and high risk), and DME (central-

involved DME or not central-involved DME).

- Clinical application: match clinical recommendations

based on conventional clinical retinal examination

through dilated pupils or ETDRS photographs, allowing

remote management of DR.

CATEGORY 4
Category 4 validation indicates a system matches or ex-

ceeds the ability of ETDRS photographs to identify lesions of

DR to determine levels of DR and DME. Functionally, category

4 validation indicates a program can replace or coexist with

ETDRS photographs in any clinical or research program.

- Performance: the system can identify the presence and

degree of specific DR lesions to match the ability of

ETDRS photographs to determine all specific lesions and

ETDRS levels of DR and DME.

- Clinical application: replace or coexist with ETDRS

photographs as a gold standard in any clinical or re-

search program.

The current guidelines continue with the original basic

validation categories for telemedicine programs for DR. Since

the current evidence shows great heterogeneity in the meth-

ods of program testing and reporting, the following guidelines

were added to improve the scientific rigor of validation studies

and standardization of program description.

. Validation of a category should assess a program’s ‘‘end-

to-end’’ performance and not any single piece of its

technology, imaging protocol, or grading protocol.
. The study design to validate a program should follow

conventional scientific methodology and apply appro-

priate statistical rigor. Many programs have published the

results of validation studies in the peer-reviewed litera-

ture, but this has become less practical with the prolifer-

ation of telehealth programs for DR. In the future, a

clearing house for validation studies may exist to provide

an external review of validation study method and out-

come. Until then, programs should independently seek an

unconflicted external review of their validation study.
. The validation study cohort must include appropriate

representation of all severity levels of DR from none

through PDR, and none through clinically significant/

central-involved DME.
. The method and accuracy of detecting and risk-stratifying

DME using other than direct measures, for example, ste-

reoscopic viewing and OCT, should be carefully described.

Referral thresholds for DME should be appropriately re-

flected by the validation study outcome.
. Although ETDRS photographs currently provide an ideal

standard for validation, clinical comparators may be used

for program validation if the examination is conducted

by a retinal specialist using accepted best practices.

These categories should not be considered a quality con-

tinuum, but rather performance categories that describe dis-

tinct clinical outcomes of public health relevance, reflecting

program goals and operating capability. In addition, they

provide a standardized language for communicating perfor-

mance for clinical, research, reimbursement, and regulatory

compliance purposes. Information about the program’s vali-

dation study design and performance should be publicly

available to users and other stakeholders. Programs con-

tracting for DR telemedicine services should consider inclu-

sion of ATA validation category or other validation outcome

language in RFPs and contract scope of work.

Appendix A2. Interoperability
In a fully developed form, standards-based interopera-

bility provides the free exchange of health data and associ-

ated demographics among information systems and devices

in a vendor neutral manner. Increasingly, the benefits of an
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integrated and interoperable EHR have become an expecta-

tion of patients, providers, payers, and regulators.

Since the integration of HIT occurs on several levels, more

than one definition of ‘‘interoperability’’ must be considered

even though imaging device to EHR and imaging device to

image manager are the predominant use cases in the ocular

telehealth domain. Implementation of technical frameworks

for interoperability is variable among software and imaging

hardware manufactures, and many installed legacy devices

lack the software platforms needed for standards-based ex-

change of health care data. These challenges must be over-

come to satisfy the long-term plans described by federal

regulators.58

Standardized terminology, software, and communication

protocols are required to allow efficient interconnections to

occur between devices, EHR, and practice management sys-

tems in a nonproprietary manner.59 Similarly, harmonization

of these standards is needed to allow efficient information

exchange between systems with interoperable use of data by

devices and software from different vendors (Figs. 1 and 2).105

Program-level interoperability provides data that may be

subsequently shared between other systems and networks to

accomplish broad exchange of patient health information by

public and private entities using standards-based protocols.106

DR ocular telehealth systems should include nonpropri-

etary interoperability by using components that conform to:

. DICOM.43

. HL7.72

. IHE-Eye Care.66

. SNOMED CT.69

. Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes.107

DICOM files contain the images obtained by ocular tele-

health devices and image metadata important for interpreta-

tion of exchanged files. The following are examples of key

data and their parenthetical codes in the DICOM metadata.

Fig. 2. Example of web-based image management, reading center, and report delivery (Public domain. Courtesy EyePacs, San Jose, CA).
EHR, electronic health record; HL7, Health Level 7; PACS, Picture Archiving and Communication System. Color images are available online.
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Demographics

. Patient name (0010, 0010).

. Medical ID number (0010, 0020).

. Patient birth date (0010, 0030).

. Gender (0010, 0040).

. Date and time of examination (0008, 0020) and (0008,

0030).
. Name of facility or institution of acquisition (0008, 0080).
. Accession number (0008, 0050).
. Modality or source equipment that produced the oph-

thalmic photography series (0008, 0060).
. Referring physician’s name (0009, 0090).
. Manufacturer (0008, 0070).
. Manufacturer model name (0008, 1090).
. Software version (0018, 1020).
. Station name (0008, 1010).

Examples of examination information in the DICOM stan-

dard for ophthalmic photography (Suppl. 91 OP):

. Image type or image identification characteristics (0008,

0008).
. Instance number or image identification number (0020,

0013).
. Mydriatic (pupil dilation) or nonmydriatic (no pupil di-

lation) imaging. Pupil dilated Yes/No (0022, 000D), di-

lating agent (0022, 001C).
. Size of field or horizontal FOV in degrees (i.e., 20�, 30�,

45�, 50�, 60�, and 200�) (0022, 000B).
. Identification of single retinal field images, simultaneous

or nonsimultaneous stereo pairs.
. Identification of stereo pairs. Left image sequence (0022,

0021), right image sequence (0122, 0022).
. Monochrome gray scale or color bit depth, ophthalmic

photography 8-bit images (0028, 0100, 0028, 0101), 16-

bit images (0028, 0102).
. Laterality of eye, right, left, or both eyes; OD, OS, or OU

(0020, 0062).
. Retinal region such as ETDRS fields 1 to 7 (0008, 0104).
. Ratio and type (i.e., wavelet or Joint Photographic Ex-

perts Group) of compression, if used. Lossy compression

Yes/No (0028, 2112), lossy compression ratio (0028,

2112), and lossy compression method (0028, 2114).
. Detector type, CCD or CMOS (0018, 7004).
. Spatial resolution of the image (i.e., 640 · 480,

1000 · 1000, etc.).
. Free text field for retinal imager study comments (pres-

ence of media opacities, poor fixation, poor compliance,

etc.).

. Description of any image postprocessing.

. Measurement data and/or pixel spacing (0028, 0030).

Conformance to open standards enables, but does not en-

sure, interoperability. Also, interoperability of EMRs, EHR,

and personal health records may not always be possible or

practical. However, when technical frameworks for standards-

based interoperability exist, teleophthalmology programs

should utilize them to improve operational efficiency, data

integrity, patient safety, and regulatory compliance.
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Introduction
Systems for computer-assisted and fully automated detec-

tion, triage, and diagnosis of DR from retinal images show

great variation in design, level of autonomy, and intended use.

Moreover, the degree to which these systems have been

evaluated and validated is heterogeneous. We use the term DR

AI system as a general term for any system that interprets

retinal images with at least some degree of autonomy from a

human grader.
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Rationale
The introduction of AI in medicine has raised significant

ethical, economic, and scientific controversies. Because an

explicit goal of AI is to perform processes previously reserved

for human clinicians and other health care personnel, there is

justified concern about the impact on patient safety, efficacy,

equity and liability, and the labor market.

To partially address these controversies, the partnership on

AI was established to formulate best practices for the appli-

cation of AI technologies, to advance the public’s under-

standing of AI, and to serve as an open platform for discussion

and engagement about AI and its influences on individuals

and society.108 More recently, the American Medical Asso-

ciation, in a series of policy statements, most recently in 2019,

has been addressing these concerns for the health care field,

such as the formulation of the principles of safety, efficacy,

and equity of AI, and autonomous AI, in both design and

validation, the integration of AI into the health care system,

and when the AI developer should assume liability, as well as

the development of a common nomenclature and guidelines

for domain-specific systems.109

If AI systems in general, and DR AI systems specifically, are to

gain acceptance by patients, medical providers, payers, and the

general public, a common language for describing them widely

agreed upon guidelines, and the upholding and dissemination of

these principles are essential. This appendix is intended to es-

tablish a common framework and lexicon for consideration of

DR AI systems, and provide a starting point for future practice

guidelines. In this context, the following discussion will refer to

these preliminary recommendations as ‘‘guidelines.’’

Currently, most AI systems function as augmented intelli-

gence, wherein there is a combination of human tasks that are

difficult or impossible to computerize (e.g., common sense,

morals, compassion, imagination, and abstraction) and AI

system tasks (e.g., pattern identification and machine learn-

ing) to achieve high clinical accuracy, low intraobserver

variability, and improved system scalability.110 In the case of

DR AI systems, a fully automated grading of a retinal photo-

graph to identify a threshold-level DR may allow a provider or

program to determine whether referral to an eye care provider

is needed as a component of the patient’s diabetes care.111

With sufficient clinical accuracy, cost, and ease of use, mul-

tiple other use cases both inside (e.g., optometric or ophthal-

mogic office, and fundus reading center) and outside (e.g.,

pharmacy and phlebotomy laboratory) traditional eye care

may also find value in such systems.

In these guidelines, the following components of an AI

system will be discussed in sequence: ‘‘Level of Device Au-

tonomy,’’ ‘‘Intended Use,’’ ‘‘Level of Evidence for Diagnostic

Accuracy,’’ and ‘‘System Design.’’ At the current stage of sci-

entific and legal evidence, there is no basis for recommending

a specific combination of autonomy, accuracy, and intended

use as more appropriate than any other. Thus, the current

guidelines treat each component as independent, with the

practice recommendations necessarily descriptive, rather than

prescriptive. Issues such as patient recruitment, patient re-

ferral, and the wider health care context in which these op-

erate are outside the scope of these guidelines.

Where possible, these practice recommendations align with

other published guidelines, including the FDA’s proposed

Software as A Medical Device (SaMD): Clinical Evaluation

Guidelines,112 and presentations by FDA after their recent

authorization of the first autonomous diagnostic AI.111 It is to

be expected, as our understanding of DR AI systems advances,

that these guidelines may become more prescriptive. Since

DR AI systems are a relatively new introduction in health care,

many readers may not be familiar with their associated lexi-

con, categorical structure, and quality measures. These and

other features of this type of software that operates as a

medical device have been described by the International

Medical Device Regulators Forum, and may facilitate under-

standing of these guidelines.112

Level of System Autonomy
The autonomy of DR AI systems is categorized in reference to

the diagnostic decision being made by the DR AI. In other

words, the autonomy levels reflect the level of (or lack of) ex-

pert oversight of the clinical decision in clinical care. Autonomy

levels in reference to the patient decision are (1) no autonomy,

(2) assistive, or (3) autonomous, and are provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Description of Artificial Intelligence System Levels of Autonomy

AUTONOMY LEVEL NO AUTONOMY ASSISTIVE AUTONOMOUS

Description System that does not provide treatment,

diagnosis, or screening recommendations

AI system that assists clinicians by giving treatment,

diagnosis, or screening recommendations,

while relying on physician interpretation of said

advice to direct patient care

AI system that provides direct treatment

or diagnosis/screening recommendations

without physician interpretation
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Classifying DR AI systems according to autonomy level has

implications for patient safety, testing/validation, and,

therefore, the claims that can be made about such a system.

The more autonomously an AI system operates, the higher the

requirements are for technical sophistication, validation, and

system controls. The FDA has authorized or cleared systems in

each autonomy level.

INTENDED USE
The purpose of this section is to put forth a classification

system for specifying the intended use of any system for the

detection, triage, or diagnosis of DR from images, including

DR AI systems. In this discussion, intended use refers to the

planned sociotechnical environment of the users and pa-

tients.113 There are multiple characteristics of intended use,

the most prominent being the operational environment, type

of output, and end user. Although this intended use classifi-

cation system is proposed for DR AI applications, it is general

enough that it may be useful in the description of any image-

based diagnostic system. DR AI intended for clinical use

should be in alignment with the scientific state of the art, and

based on functional aspects of the system.

The characteristics of a DR AI system are interrelated:

. The environment may be one or more of primary care

clinics, endocrinology clinics, diabetes and family care

clinics, telemedicine programs, reading centers, retail

walk-in clinics, ophthalmology clinics, optometry clinics,

retinal specialist clinics, patient homes, and other settings.
. The type of output maps generally to the validation

categories defined in the parent document of this ap-

pendix (ATA Telehealth Practice Guidelines for Diabetic

Retinopathy); a fifth category for more comprehensive

diagnosis of retinal disease in addition to DR was

added114–117 Specifically:
B A DR AI program that allows identification of patients

who have no or minimal DR versus those who have

more than minimal DR could be considered ATA cat-

egory 1.118–121

B A DR AI program that allows identification of patients

who do not have STDR versus those who have potentially

STDR could be considered ATA category 2.114,121

B A DR AI program that allows identification of defined

clinical levels of NPDR (mild, moderate, or severe), PDR

(early and high risk), and DME (according to a clinical

grading scheme,122 typically the ETDRS123) with ac-

curacy sufficient to determine appropriate follow-up

and treatment strategies could be considered ATA

category 3.121

B A DR AI system that matches or exceeds the ability of

ETDRS photographs to identify all lesions of DR to

determine precise levels of DR and DME123 could be

considered ATA category 4.121

B A DR AI system that can exclude or describe the

presence of non-DR diagnoses, such as, but not limited

to, retinal vein occlusions, hypertensive retinopathy,

choroidal nevus, and macular degeneration is not

currently described in the ATA categories, although the

ETDRS system includes level 12 to describe non-DR

findings.117

. The end user can be physicians and other providers,

nonphysician staff, or patients (in a direct-to-consumer

paradigm).
. Additional characteristics of intended use that can be

specified are:
B A specific image quality taxonomy and level required

by the DR AI system.
B A specific imaging protocol required by the DR AI

system, which may include requirements for the size,

number, and localization of fields per eye.
B An ability of the DR AI system to evaluate differences

in disease features between two or more visits, such as

changes in lesion distribution, extent, or other char-

acteristics representative of activity.124

These additional characterizations may be helpful for a full

description of the capabilities and limitations of the DR AI

system’s intended use.

Within an intended use case, a DR AI system output char-

acteristic should match the end user and environment char-

acteristic. For example, a patient will typically be unable to

interpret specific disease severity levels, and thus the output,

that is, report, for this use case is required to include a referral

or no referral result. Likewise, some physician users may have

background in DR and so inclusion of specific clinical or even

ETDRS classification levels may be more appropriate.

Diagnostic Accuracy Evidence
The purpose of this section is to describe standardized levels

of diagnostic accuracy of DR AI systems. This system does not

specify the requirements to achieve a particular autonomy

level, but rather defines the criteria by which diagnostic ac-

curacy evidence can be evaluated by physician and patients as

well as consumers and policy makers. The characterizations

are descriptive and are in alignment with the current scientific

state of the art, allow a step-wise progression, are based on

functional aspects of the system, and define the intended use

and provider roles for each level. Although the requirements
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for the evidence vary with the level of desired system au-

tonomy, with a more autonomous system requiring greater

scrutiny, these guidelines remain descriptive.

CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICES
Current Good Manufacturing Practices are regulations

enforced by the FDA to facilitate proper design, monitoring,

and control of manufacturing processes and facilities.125

Similar requirements exist in other countries. These regula-

tions imply that the design and production of the DR AI

system are under some form of structured quality control

that requires validation. For example, 21 CFR 820126 in the

United States and ISO 13485127 in the European Union set

forth the minimum requirements of a quality management

system, including a framework for the design, development,

and production of medical devices, and postmarketing sur-

veillance.

ACCURACY STUDY
A diagnostic accuracy study examines diagnostic accu-

racy of the DR AI system in isolation, that is, without full

reflection of its intended use. Diagnostic accuracy studies for

DR AI will involve images of subjects demonstrating a full

range of DR and DME severity. Retinal imaging equipment

operator performance, image quality management, and other

factors external to DR AI systems are outside the scope of this

AI discussion. Reference standards and metrics are discussed

hereunder.

SYSTEM VALIDATION IN CONTEXT
Validation as a system implies that the diagnostic accuracy

of the DR AI system is examined within the entirety of its

intended use (end-to-end). All factors that will affect the

quality and availability of the subject’s images are considered.

Thus, the overall system validity will depend not only on the

diagnostic accuracy of the DR AI system in isolation, but also

on a variety of related programmatic components, such as the

ability of a real-world operator to demonstrate technical

proficiency and acquire retinal images according to the re-

quired imaging protocol, and with sufficient quality for the

successful disposition of the subject.

METRICS FOR DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY
AND VALIDATION STUDIES

Diagnostic accuracy and system validation studies should

yield data relevant for management decisions of patients

based on the intended use. Although variable thresholds are

possible, clinical practice will require management decisions

on patients to be made with fixed preset thresholds (e.g.,

disease is present or absent, a specific risk level is present or

absent). Thus, the classical diagnostic accuracy metrics of

sensitivity and specificity, which are appropriately used for

binary outcomes, are more appropriate measures than metrics

such as receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis.

Similarly, they are also more appropriate than aggregate ac-

curacy expressing a single metric, that is, combining sensi-

tivity and specificity. In addition, newer metrics, such as

severity-weighted sensitivity, incorporate the clinical signif-

icance of false negatives at different severity levels of disease

(i.e., higher risk of vision loss if a case of severe DR is classified

as normal as compared with a case of mild DR).128

Standards for diagnostic accuracy studies, such as Stan-

dards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies,129 can

help in comparing DR AI systems and in increasing accep-

tance by clinicians and the public. In addition to the classical

diagnostic accuracy metrics already described, the following

are important to define the DR AI system at their specified

diagnostic accuracy evidence level112:

. The fraction of subjects who can be successfully imaged

and result in a disposition by the DR AI system, referred

to as gradability.
. Corrected measures of sensitivity and specificity taking

into consideration gradability, again with a preset

threshold.
. Specific report of the severity level of DR of all false

negatives.
. Use of severity-weighted metrics such as severity-

weighted sensitivity.
. Evaluation of the repeatability and reproducibility of the

DR AI system.
. Limit of detection of a system; that is, the robustness

of the system to random and so-called adversarial

inputs.130,131

. Analytical sensitivity reflecting how image artifacts and

other disruptions affect performance.

ACCURACY STUDY SETTING: LABORATORY
OR INTENTION TO SCREEN

Accuracy studies can be characterized as laboratory or in-

tention to screen.

Laboratory studies are characterized by the use of retro-

spectively accessed pre-existing image data sets, which may

be publicly available. Typically, these data sets are enhanced

by removal of low-quality images.

Intention-to-screen studies in contrast include all images to

better replicate real-world conditions in which media opacity

and poor dilation may preclude perfect quality photography.
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Such studies are characterized by either prospectively collected

or previously collected under a prespecified but unrelated

protocol. The data sets may include clinicaltrials.gov registra-

tion trials or image data sets that were not previously available,

even though they are accessed retrospectively as long as poor

image quality was not an exclusion criterion for the study.

REFERENCE STANDARD TRUTH DERIVATION
The reference standard for a diagnostic accuracy or system

validation study is typically derived from subjective reading

of retinal images, but can also be derived from more objective

sources, such as definitive retinal thickening by OCT or even

clinical outcome.132 The following levels of subjective grad-

ing may be used:

Level A reference standard: A reference standard that ei-

ther is a clinical outcome or an outcome that has been

validated to be equivalent to patient-level outcome (i.e.,

a surrogate for a specific patient outcome). This refer-

ence standard is derived from an independent reading

center (where the clinicians or experts performing the

reading are not otherwise involved in performing the

study), with validated published protocols, and with

published reproducibility and repeatability metrics. A

level A reference standard is based on at least as many

modalities as the test and ideally more.

Level B reference standard: A reference standard derived

from an independent reading center with validated

published reading protocols, and with published repro-

ducibility and repeatability metrics. A level B reference

standard has not been validated to correlate with a

patient-level outcome.

Level C reference standard: A reference standard created

by adjudicating or voting of multiple independent ex-

pert readers, documented to be masked, with published

reproducibility and repeatability metrics. A level C ref-

erence standard has not been derived from an inde-

pendent reading center, and has not been validated to

correlate with a patient-level outcome.

Level D reference standard: All other reference standards,

including single readers and nonexpert readers. A level

D reference standard has not been derived from an in-

dependent reading center, and has not been validated to

correlate with a patient-level outcome, and readers do

not have published reproducibility and repeatability

metrics.

In addition, studies can be characterized as having refer-

ence standards derived from objective measures such as

clinical outcome or OCT, or a combination of the mentioned.

Diagnostic drift, where readers differ in their grading

system compared with the reading center that was involved

in the original foundational studies, should be taken into

account.121

Studies can be prospective, that is, where the data are col-

lected according to a prespecified protocol.

Studies can be preregistered, that is, where the data and the

statistical analysis, hypothesis to be tested, and subject ex-

clusion are executed according to a prespecified protocol and

statistical analysis plan. Preregistration is a requirement for

publication in many scientific journals133–135

Conflicts of interest with the organization that is involved

in the development and sponsorship of the DR AI system

should be taken into account.

Additional considerations to be made in classifying the

quality of diagnostic accuracy evidence.

The following variables can be used to further describe the

characteristics of the diagnostic accuracy evidence for a DR AI

system:

. Inclusion or exclusion of non-DR incidental findings

(e.g., age-related macular degeneration, central retinal

vein occlusion, and hypertensive retinopathy) in the

accuracy analyses. If included, were they considered

positive, negative, or both.136

. Selection of the grading system used to create the refer-

ence standard against which the DR AI system is evalu-

ated, such as National Health Service United Kingdom137

Eurodiab138 or ETDRS.123 The choice of grading system

will also depend on the intended use. The grading system

affects the estimated diagnostic accuracy and perfor-

mance of the DR AI system, even within the same reading

center.122,133

DR AI SYSTEM DESIGN

DR AI system design has changed considerably over the

past 10 years, and significant continued evolution is ex-

pected; therefore, any characterization of design must be

descriptive to avoid rapid obsolescence. Nevertheless, there

are some characteristics of system design that are considered

informative at the present time, for example, amount of

training required and explanation generation of the DR AI

system.

DR AI systems can be characterized by the amount of

training required. One taxonomy involves the so-called

unsupervised and supervised categories.117 Unsupervised

implies that once the algorithm has been designed and im-

plemented, none of the parameters are ever adjusted in re-

sponse to the performance on a training set of images.
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Almost all current DR AI systems are supervised, in which

some or many parameters are adjusted during a so-called

training phase in response to a specific performance on a

training data set until an acceptable performance is

achieved. Another category is semisupervised, which com-

bines aspects of both aforementioned types to improve

complex image analysis. These terms are not very useful to

categorize DR AI systems.

Explainability (explanation generation) of a DR AI system

design means that human users can understand, at least to

some level of abstraction, how the DR AI system arrives at its

diagnostic output (i.e., ‘‘The computer finds all the micro-

aneurysm, hemorrhages, and exudates. Based on the total

number and location of each, the final diagnosis is calculat-

ed’’). Explainability is predicated upon an appreciation of

contemporary DR AI system design.

DR AI system designs can use retinal feature detectors to

determine the presence of lesions and biomarkers in retinal

images (hemorrhages, exudates, etc.), as well as nonlinear

transformations of their outputs.139–142 Machine learning

approaches are typically used for the generation of the final

output (normal vs. abnormal, etc.). Because these DR AI sys-

tems involve multiple feature detectors for pathognomonic

DR lesions, they are categorized as lesion based, and can be

explained at the disease characteristic level because they ex-

plicitly detect types of relevant lesions. Some have claimed

that lesion-based designs are more ‘‘physiologically plausi-

ble’’143 with multiple redundant lesion-specific detectors, and

a functional method that mimics the human visual cortex.144

DR AI system designs can also involve one or more multi-

layer neural networks, such as convolutional neural networks

(CNNs).145 Such designs have allowed marked improvements

in diagnostic accuracy, as evidenced in the diagnostic accu-

racy of algorithms in the recent Kaggle competition146 These

designs have one or more CNN trained to associate an entire

retinal image with a disease-level diagnostic output. In these

designs, the computer is ‘‘fed’’ each image and its corre-

sponding output in a very large training set and then develops

a system to grade the images without ‘‘knowledge’’ that mi-

croaneurysms, hemorrhages, and exudates are the hallmarks

of DR, but instead uses the raw pixel data to ‘‘learn’’ what DR is

and is not. Because the system has not been ‘‘taught’’ about the

lesions of DR and is not explicitly using them to make the DR

diagnosis, the human user cannot understand how the AI

system actually makes the diagnosis of DR, and so such sys-

tems are sometimes considered black box designs.

A number of end-to-end-based DR AI systems have been

developed in academic and other prototype contexts in recent

years, leveraging the fact that extensive feature design is not

required.32,117,147,148 Although these systems may actually

detect some lesions (i.e., the system ‘‘teaches itself’’ about

microaneurysms), the operation of black box systems cannot

be verified or explained at the disease characteristic level.

Explanation generation has not been shown to affect

overall diagnostic accuracy based on classical diagnostic ac-

curacy metrics to date.32,121,147 Some claim that a lack of

explanation generation may impact diagnostic accuracy and

the risk of unanticipated errors from small perturbations that

can be estimated with non-Gaussian diagnostic accuracy

metrics.130,131

Summary
In summary, this document puts forth these standard-

ized descriptors to form a means to categorize systems for

computer-assisted and fully automated detection, triage, and

diagnosis of DR. The components of the categorization system

include Level of Device Autonomy, Intended Use, Level of Evi-

dence for Diagnostic Accuracy, and System Design. There is

currently no empirical basis to assert that certain combinations

of autonomy, accuracy, or intended use are better or more

appropriate than any other. Therefore, at the current stage of

development of this document, we have been descriptive rather

than prescriptive, and we treat the different categorizations as

independent and organized along multiple axes.
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Appendix A4. Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act

The HIPAA of 1996 established privacy protection for

individually identifiable health information. State laws

may offer additional protection for specific types of health

information.

Key privacy elements include:

. Covered entity: any organization, person, or business

associate thereof that transmits PHI in electronic or paper

form.149

. Covered information: individually identifiable health

information in any form or medium used or disclosed by

a covered entity.150

. Voluntary consent: covered entities may obtain a pa-

tient’s consent before using or disclosing his or her

health information.

The HIPAA security standards for the protection of

electronic PHI protect the confidentiality, integrity, and

availability of covered information by covered entities

through technical (software and hardware) and nontech-

nical (policies) means that are reasonable and scalable. The

‘‘security rules’’ do not apply to nonelectronic format of

personal health information. Key electronic PHI security

includes:

. Confidentiality: requires authentication and role-based

access to data (must have a need to know).
. Integrity: requires methods for assuring no unauthorized

altering or destruction of data.
. Availability: requires methods for disaster recovery (e.g.,

fire, vandalism, system failure, and natural disaster),

backup, and access to data under all conditions.151

. Security management: policies and procedures to pre-

vent, detect, contain, and correct security violations152;

periodic evaluation of security management.
. Security awareness and training for all program staff.

Appendix A5. Privileging and Credentialing
CMS, TJC, and other health care accrediting bodies provide

standards for privileging and credentialing providers. His-

torically, these standards placed undue burden on tele-

medicine programs without improvement in quality of care or

provider accountability. This burden has been managed

variably for telemedicine providers since TJC provided

privileging and credentialing by proxy for telemedicine pro-

viders in 2003. In 2011, CMS adopted similar but expanded

rules that allow a Medicare-participating facility receiving

telemedicine services (OS) to rely upon the credentialing

process and privileging decision for the telemedicine pro-

viders of the accredited health care facility providing those

telemedicine services (DS). CMS defined this process in its

Final Rule (76 FR 25550).153 These regulations were reflected

in TJC Medical Staff and Leadership standards (MS.13.01.01,

MS.10.01.03, and LD.04.03.09).154 The key requirements of

these regulations and standards include:

1. A written agreement is in place between the OS and DS

wherein the DS ensures to meet or exceed all applicable

Medicare conditions of participation (CoP) and stan-

dards required of the OS regarding privileging and

credentialing the telemedicine provider(s).

2. The DS is a Medicare-participating hospital or critical

access hospital (CAH), or telemedicine entity. Tele-

medicine entity is not statutorily defined but was

created by CMS in the final rule to further specialty

service access and reduce administrative burden while

preserving patient safety. A telemedicine entity acts

as a DS telemedicine service and has the following

features:

a. Provides telemedicine services.

b. Is not a Medicare-participating hospital (therefore,

a non-Medicare-participating hospital that provides

telemedicine services would be considered a DS tele-

medicine entity also).

c. Provides contracted services in a manner that enables

a hospital or CAH using its services to meet all ap-

plicable CoPs, particularly those requirements related

to the credentialing and privileging of practitioners

providing telemedicine service.

3. The DS telemedicine provider is privileged at the DS

hospital for the same services to be provided at the OS.

4. The DS hospital provides a current list of the tele-

medicine provider’s privileges.

5. The DS hospital conducts an internal review (ongoing

professional practice evaluation) and provides evidence

of this review to the OS.

6. The DS must make a recommendation to the OS to

provide telemedicine services.

7. The organized medical staff at the OS must make a

recommendation to the OS’s governing body.

8. The OS hospital has an internal review of the DS tele-

medicine provider’s performance and provides this in-

formation to the DS for its evidenced-based process of

recredentialing. This must include:

a. All adverse events (AEs) relating to the DS provider.

b. All complaints about services from the telemedicine

provider.
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Appendix A6. Quality Control
Quality control and performance improvement must ad-

dress the entire program. Each quality measure should be

specific, quantifiable, achievable, realistic, time bound, evi-

denced based, and tailored to the program’s objective.98 The

safety and effectiveness of a telemedicine program for DR are

largely established by its validation studies. However, a rig-

orous and ongoing quality control program is needed to en-

sure that the clinical operations maintain high fidelity with

the validation studies over time and across all deployment

sites. The following are major categories of performance that

should be evaluated by most programs, although some may

not be applicable in all cases:

. OS
B Administrative

- Primary care provider and nursing satisfaction surveys
- Patient satisfaction surveys
- DR surveillance rate for catchment area of the

program
- Successful patient enrollment rate (sustained vs. initial)
- Successful referral completion rate and timeliness.

B Imager
- Ungradable study rate

- Retinal field definition

- Image focus

- Stereo pair separation and alignment.
- Imaging time
- CE.

B Equipment
- Preventative maintenance schedule.

. Reading center
B Administrative

- Average acquisition to reader time
- Average reading time: routine cases
- Average reading time: stat studies
- Average acquisition to report delivery

time
- Exception rate and time (variance from

program goals).
B Technical: network, servers, software, etc.

- Connectivity losses: number, duration
- Servers: nonnetwork-related offline

events
- Software: known bugs, new bugs,

duration.
B Reader

- Average reading time
- Peer review outcome.

- Adjudicator agreement

- External review

- Test set performance.
- Ungradable rate
- Agreement with live examination.

- Random sampling

- Referrals.
- CE

- Completions

- Timeliness.

Multiple feedback loops in a quality control program allow

CE programs to identify trends and adapt to changing con-

ditions. These reviews allow CE performance and cost-

effectiveness to be continuously enhanced (Fig. 3), resulting

in a process of continuous quality improvement (CQI).

The following are examples of training linked to a QA

protocol:

. Standardized training for imager, imager trainers, read-

ers, and reader trainers.140

. Structured, self-study, pretraining of imager and reader

to provide baseline background knowledge.

Fig. 3. QA and CQI flow diagram. CQI, continuous quality improvement; QA, quality
assurance. Color images are available online.
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. Structured curriculum with defined endpoints and

criteria-based demonstrated proficiency.
. Provisional certification followed by full certification

based on experience with a minimum number of

telemedicine studies over a defined period of time.

Experience should demonstrate required levels of

proficiency documented by quality review of a fixed

number of cases.
. Time-limited certification of imagers and readers. Re-

certification should be based on the period since last

clinical encounter (recency), number of clinical encoun-

ters over a period of time (currency), and proficiency as

documented by formal review. Ocular telehealth pro-

grams should create certification methods that are de-

fined and relevant to the program.

Ongoing sampling of imager and reader performance by

criteria-based review should be performed with a periodicity

that satisfies local policy and regulatory requirements for the

OS and DS. A review of trends in fallout from outcome ana-

lyses can be used to assess:

. Proficiency.

. Opportunities for program improvement.

. Need for changes in initial or recurring training.

. Need for additional training of an imager or reader.

. Evidenced-based reprivileging of licensed readers.

CE is an important component of any QA/CQI program

and a key method for ensuring current competency.141 CE

should be dynamic and sensitive to patient and staff’s

changing needs. The following are considerations in se-

lecting specific CE:

. Adjust CE content by end-to-end program testing

through data sampling and outcome analysis.
. Adjust CE program to maintain relevance to the specific

population served by the program.
. Deliver CE in formats to achieve desired outcome with

maximum efficiency and effectiveness. Format examples

include periodic self-study curriculum with pre- and

poststudy testing, newsletters, and e-mail ‘‘Tips of the

Day.’’ A variety of interactive CE sessions using tele-

health technology are available, such as group-based or

one-on-one case reviews, morbidity and mortality con-

ferences, and conferences patterned on clinical patho-

logical conference concepts.

Similar guidance comes from broadly distributed programs

outside the United States. The U.K. National Screening Com-

mittee adopted digital photography in 2000 for a systematic

national risk reduction program.16 Their model incorporates

trained professionals, recorded outcomes, targets and stan-

dards, QA, and promotion to increase screening rates. Criteria

and minimal/achievable standards were proposed for each QA

objective.155 Other ongoing QA programs are publishing

measures and outcomes. For example, a U.K. diabetes center

regraded a percentage of images to determine appropriateness

of referrals for clinic examination.156 Other programs have

reported outcomes measuring image quality, intragrader re-

liability, and percentage of grader-generated reports within

48 h of grading images.157

Appendix A7. Customer Support
Telemedicine programs will require ongoing support to

remedy hardware and software malfunctions. Programs may

find it appropriate to consider the following example of an

ocular telehealth program three-level help desk.

Level 1
This is the entry point for most/all initial support requests.

Support staff can satisfy routine image acquisition issues

and entry-level troubleshooting of software and data

transmission. If the request for support is determined to be

outside level 1 scope, the call is triaged to the level 2 or level

3 help desk.

Level 2
For more complex software and data transmission issues, a

second level support is needed to provide solutions that are

more technically complex, but not requiring software or

network engineer intervention. The level 2 support staff

sometimes is a bridge between levels 2 and 3 services. This is a

function that typically evolves over time as the level 2 staff

becomes more experienced with the operational idiosyncra-

sies of the technology.

Level 3
A third level support is needed for troubleshooting and

resolving proprietary technology or particularly complex

network issues. This support usually involves the imaging

device and associated technology, and diagnostic software

(camera backs, relay lenses, imaging and reading software

applications, etc.).

Help desk response expectations should be prioritized

to the program impact level of the exception raising the

request for support. The following table provides examples

of impact-level stratification and resolution timelines

(Table 5).
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Appendix A8. Reimbursement
The reimbursement landscape is highly dynamic, and has

substantial state, regional, and payer differences. Failure to

attend to these changing differences appropriately can result

in failed reimbursement and in some instances, costly pen-

alties. For these reasons, programs should seek expert council

to ensure compliance with the requirements of a particular

payer and locale. Telehealth Resource Centers (TRCs) are

an excellent source of regional-specific information on re-

imbursement issues. (www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/

reimbursement) At the time of publication, there was active

legislative debate pertaining to expansion of Tmed-DR re-

imbursement, with emphasis on CPT codes and protocols.

Programs should contact their regional TRC for current spe-

cifics on DR ocular telehealth reimbursement in their state or

region (www.telehealthresourcecenter.org/who-your-trc).

CPT158 provides several category

1 codes that can be used by tele-

medicine programs for DR screening

or diagnosis (Tmed-DR). The specific

code(s) for a particular program de-

pends upon the state, regional, pay-

er, and program characteristics. The

following CPT codes are available

within these constraints.

Medicare
CPT 92227: remote imaging for

detection of retinal disease (e.g.,

retinopathy in a patient with diabe-

tes) with analysis and report under

physician supervision, unilateral or

bilateral.

CPT 92228: remote imaging for

monitoring and management of ac-

tive retinal disease (e.g., DR) with

physician review, interpretation and

report, and unilateral or bilateral.

These remote retinal imaging

codes, introduced in 2011, allow for

detection of retinal disease (92227)

and the monitoring and management

of active retinal disease (92228). The

codes specifically address the clinical

application of telemedicine modali-

ties for DR. The providers who might

use these codes are primary care

providers, imaging centers, optome-

trists, and ophthalmologists.

The primary differences between the codes are based upon

professional interpretation of the images, and presence of

clinically evident DR. CPT 92227 does not require a profes-

sional interpretation, whereas CPT 92228 does. CPT 92227

describes a screening service provided by a technician with

physician supervision (level of supervision not specified),

which may or may not identify retinal disease, whereas CPT

92228 is an assessment of existing retinal disease for remote

management. Since CPT 92228 requires interpretation by a

licensed independent provider (LIP), it is a greater service than

92227 in both scope and value. Medicare covers CPT 92228

because this service is performed ‘‘. for the diagnosis or

treatment of illness or injury or to improve the functioning of

a malformed body member.’’159

However, screening services are usually considered to be

noncovered in the absence of a statutory provision to the

Table 5. Help Desk Impact Level Stratification and Resolution Timelines

IMPACT
LEVEL DEFINITION

TARGET CALL
BACK TIME

TARGET
RESOLUTION TIME

1 Critical: 15 min 4 h

Critical system software is entirely unavailable

or severely degraded to the point of unusability

and there is no workaround/alternative

2 Major: 1 h 8 h

Noncritical system software is entirely unavailable or;

Critical system software is entirely unavailable

or severely degraded to the point of unusability

and there is a workaround/alternative

3 Minor: 1 business day 14 business days

Part of a system is unavailable

4 Nonurgent user interface issues: 1 business day 21 working days

System has failed to meet its specification

or;

Request for information about

how to use the system

5 Good will: 1 business week 90 days

Anything else; e.g.

� State changes

� Letter changes

� Patient merges

� Resetting grading

� Correcting observations
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contrary (e.g., glaucoma screening). Several Medicare Ad-

ministrative Contractors (MACs) have published local cover-

age determinations on this topic, so programs should check

their MACs for further details.

These codes have been problematic since their inception,

since they poorly define the role of Tmed-DR, do not satisfy

the most common telemedicine use cases for DR, and under-

valued services provided by DR telemedicine applications.160

In its protest, the ATA noted that the CPT 92227 definition

does not reflect the large majority of actual DR remote retinal

imaging programs, and that CPT 92228 does not reflect the

complexity of care associated with DR remote imaging. Since

CPT 92227 applies to programs with technical (non-LIP)

readings, it assigns zero relative value units (RVUs) to phy-

sicians’ work. CPT 92228 significantly undervalues the phy-

sician’s responsibility and care. ATA also expressed concern

that CPT 92228 restricts reimbursement to only patients with

active retinal disease. Importantly, this prevents qualifying

programs from reimbursement for population surveillance

since the presence of retinopathy in new patients cannot be

predetermined without a retinal examination. Total RVUs

assigned to these new codes are markedly less than the pre-

viously used CPT 92250 (fundus photography), although

similar equipment, staff, and physician effort are involved.

Currently, CPT 92227 and CPT 92228 are the only dedicated

telemedicine codes available for DR screening/diagnosis. Gi-

ven the restriction in these CPT code definitions, one possible

approach is their combined and selective use by a single

program. In this use case, a program could use technology and

operations satisfying CPT 92227 for annual screening of pa-

tients with DR. Those patients shown to have clinically evident

DR below the referral threshold are eligible for reimbursement

through a ‘‘92228’’ program on subsequent periodic exami-

nations. Those patients without DR could be screened annu-

ally using the ‘‘92227’’ program component. The concerns

raised by the ATA have not yet been addressed.

Medicaid
Coverage, coding, and valuation of Tmed-DR are state de-

pendent. Programs should contact their state Medicaid office

to determine Tmed-DR coverage, appropriate codes and

comments, and other billing particulars for their program. In

general, the reimbursement for Medicaid is 10–20% lower

than the same service covered by Medicare.

Commercial Insurance Carrier
Many private and commercial carriers reimburse DR Tmed-

DR using CPT code 92250 (Fundus Photography with inter-

pretation and report), 92227, and 92228. Some allow use

of the level II HCPCS code, S0625 (Retinal Telescreening by

Digital Imaging of Multiple Different Fundus Areas to Screen

for Vision-Threatening Conditions). Some carriers reimburse

for the service but require pupil dilation. Owing to this vari-

ation among carriers, each must be contacted to determine the

requirements for reimbursement.

Tmed-DR may be reimbursed as a single complete service,

or fractionated into defined components. A global procedure

contains both professional and technical components. Suf-

fixes applied to certain Tmed-DR CPT codes provide for

splitting reimbursement to separate providers based upon the

performed component.

. 26: The professional component represents the supervi-

sion and interpretation of a procedure provided by the

physician or other health care professional. It is identi-

fied by appending modifier 26 to the procedure code.
. TC: The technical component represents the cost of the

equipment, supplies, and personnel to perform the pro-

cedure. It is identified by appending modifier TC to the

procedure code.
. A global service includes both professional and technical

components. The global service is identified by reporting

the eligible code without modifier 26 or TC.

Other Financial Factors
LOGISTIC EFFICIENCIES

Geographic disparities in care can result in access to care

issues that are costly in terms of time, transportation, and

missed opportunity. Telemedicine can close these distances

electronically with a possible overall savings in costs to the

patient and health care system.

DISEASE/COMPLICATION PREVENTION
Increasing the surveillance rate of DR through telemedicine

contributes to increased treatment and reduction in retinal

complications and related vision loss.161,162 This reduction

can result in significant health care savings through cost

avoidance.163,164 In principle, this is the predominate business

case for Tmed-DR, but the U.S. health care model limits its use

in most cases since the primary care provider supporting the

program is not the immediate recipient of the cost avoidance

benefits. This shortcoming is somewhat offset by the trend of

pay-for-performance incentives.

RESOURCE UTILIZATION
Some DR telehealth programs have shown to be less costly

and more effective than conventional retinal examinations for

the detection of DR.165 In addition, use of telehealth-DR may

allow a reduction in the overall cost of care with the same or
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expanded scope of services through the retasking of costly

human resources. However, depending on the structure and

business model of health care system and reimbursement

methods used, these cost savings may not provide benefit to

all providers and programs participating in the telehealth-DR

service.21
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Background
Glaucoma is the leading cause of irreversible blindness

worldwide, estimated to affect >60 million people.166 This

condition is clinically defined as a group of progressive optic

neuropathies having characteristic patterns of visual field

loss. In the United States, the prevalence of glaucoma ranges

from 2% among those aged 40–49 years and increases with

age to 8% or more among those aged 80 years or older.167 The

estimated yearly direct cost for glaucoma management in the

United States exceeds $2.9 billion.168

Current diagnostic and treatment guidelines for glaucoma

are informed by several large multicenter clinical trials.169,170

Glaucoma care guidelines are not as standardized as those for

DR, which allow for significant regional and provider vari-

ability in glaucoma diagnosis and management.170 It is im-

portant to note that other areas of medicine—including

psychiatry and primary care—have flexible practice guide-

lines, which have not been a barrier to the successful large-

scale uptake of telemedicine in these fields.

Introduction
Teleglaucoma is a growing field with great promise for

increasing patient access to high-quality cost-effective

glaucoma care by leveraging new telecommunications and

diagnostic technologies. Many of the telehealth principles

underlying teleglaucoma programs are shared with those in

teleretinal programs for DR. In this appendix, we review

some additional considerations and practice recommenda-

tions for teleglaucoma programs.

Discussion
DEFINITION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Glaucoma is a chronic lifelong disease for which patients are

monitored at clinic visits occurring one or more times yearly.

Access to glaucoma specialists is becoming more limited as the

prevalence of glaucoma is expected to increase dramatically

with our aging populations.166,171 Advances in telecommu-

nications and diagnostic technologies have allowed for the

development of teleglaucoma programs, wherein key glau-

coma measures are collected from a patient at an OS and then

transmitted to a DS provider for interpretation. Teleglaucoma

has the potential to increase access to glaucoma care by im-

proving efficiency and decreasing the need for long-distance

travel for patients.172 There is an emerging body of literature

to support teleglaucoma programs.173–187 In addition to these

published reports, there are also many active clinical tele-

glaucoma programs.

Kotecha et al. reported using teleglaucoma to decrease the

amount of time patients spent during each clinic visit.188 An-

other study found that approximately three-quarters of glau-

coma suspects evaluated remotely did not require in-person

follow-up examination.186 A cost-effectiveness analysis found

that teleglaucoma was more cost-effective than in-person

examination for glaucoma screening.189 Patients participating

in teleglaucoma programs report comparable satisfaction

with in-person examinations.190 A number of teleretinal

programs have published high rates of incidental detection of

glaucomatous-appearing optic nerves and suspected glau-

coma is a major contributor to clinical referrals in teleretinal

diabetic screening.191,192

TYPES OF TELEGLAUCOMA PROGRAMS
The extent to which a given teleglaucoma program can

support various types of use cases depends greatly on the

resources available as well as the training and comfort level of

the providers. We define a ‘‘Full Scope’’ teleglaucoma program

as one with sufficient resources to provide not only glaucoma

screening but also diagnosis and treatment monitoring. The

types of teleglaucoma programs can be described on the fol-

lowing spectrum of use cases.

Screening. Screening for glaucoma refers to the systematic

evaluation of asymptomatic persons for evidence of glauco-

matous damage.193 In 2013, the U.S. Preventive Services Task
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Force concluded ‘‘the current evidence is insufficient to assess

the balance of benefits and harms of screening for primary

open-angle glaucoma in adults.’’194 However, subsequent

studies have suggested that screening in populations at high

risk for glaucoma is effective.195,196 A systematic review of

teleglaucoma screening estimated its sensitivity as 83.2% and

specificity as 79.0%.193

Diagnostic consultation. Teleglaucoma can also be used to

provide specialist consultation from a distance to reduce pa-

tient travel.186,197 Verma and coauthors reported that 69% of

teleglaucoma patients referred for suspected glaucoma could

be managed by the referring primary eye care provider and did

not require in-person evaluation by a specialist.186

Long-term treatment monitoring. Teleglaucoma can also be

used for follow-up monitoring after initiation of treat-

ment. ‘‘Virtual Glaucoma Clinics’’ described in the United

Kingdom use teleglaucoma for long-term treatment moni-

toring.174,187,188 In these clinics, ‘‘stable’’ patients are followed

through virtual review of glaucoma testing with in-person

visits only when necessary.188 Kashiwagi et al. have described

a slit-lamp camera system to accurately monitor delegation

of postoperative care to nonglaucoma specialists after glau-

coma surgery.198

KEY COMPONENTS OF TELEGLAUCOMA PROGRAMS
Additional key components in establishing teleglaucoma

programs include the following.

Patient history. Important components of the patient his-

tory include any ocular and visual symptoms, demographics,

ocular history (including the use of any eye medications, last

eye examination and recommended follow-up, and previous

diagnosis of DR), medical history, and family history (e.g.,

first-degree relatives with glaucoma and the severity of their

disease).

Equipment. Equipment needs for each teleglaucoma pro-

gram depend on the program’s goals, provider preferences,

patient population, and the availability of community re-

sources. Some important components may include:

1. Visual acuity testing.

2. Visual fields. Reliable visual field testing is required for

(1) establishing baseline visual fields for future com-

parisons and (2) detecting progressive visual field loss in

patients with worsening glaucoma.170 Automated static

threshold perimetry with white-on-white stimuli is

considered the gold standard for diagnosis and moni-

toring of glaucoma.170 The Swedish interactive thresh-

olding algorithm is a commonly used testing algorithm.

Frequency-doubling technology and short-wavelength

automated perimetry may be useful in detecting early

disease, and their use in a teleglaucoma program can be

considered.199 Two commonly used machines for au-

tomated perimetry are the Humphrey Field Analyzer

(Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) and the Octopus

Perimeter (Haag-Streit, Koniz, Switzerland).200 In the

future, remote testing using web- or tablet-based pro-

grams may be useful.201,202

3. Intraocular pressure. Multiple devices are available for

measuring intraocular pressure. Some devices, such as

the iCare tonometer, (iCare USA, Raleigh, NC) do not

require instillation of a topical anesthetic and may

even be used by patients at home. (iCare HOME; iCare

USA).203,204 Continuous intraocular pressure moni-

toring systems may play a role in future teleglaucoma

programs (SENSIMED Triggerfish contact lens sensor,

Sensimed AG, Lausanne, Switzerland).205,206 How-

ever, applanation with a topical anesthetic is still

considered the gold standard for intraocular pressure

measurement.170

4. Pachymetry. Central corneal thickness has become an

important measure for evaluating glaucoma risk and for

setting individualized intraocular pressure goals.170,207

Options for measuring central corneal thickness in-

clude ultrasound, low-coherence reflectometry, and

Scheimpflug photography.208

5. Anterior chamber imaging/gonioscopy. Devices that

image the anterior chamber, such as anterior segment

OCT and Scheimpflug photography, can assist in

identifying patients at risk for narrow angle glaucoma,

but the precise threshold for treatment with peripheral

iridotomy has yet to be widely agreed upon.209 The

standard-of-care for the evaluation of anatomic nar-

row angles and angle-closure glaucoma remains in-

person assessment of the angle by a provider using

traditional gonioscopy. Remote operating slit-lamp

microscopes may play a more important role in the

future, as these could allow for improved diagnosis of

secondary glaucomas.198

6. Fundus photography. Fundus photography allows

providers to qualitatively assess the optic nerve. The

correlation between stereoscopic (three-dimensional)

fundus photographs and ophthalmologist optic disk

assessment has been well validated.210 Studies suggest

that three-dimensional photographs are superior to two-

dimensional photographs for glaucoma evaluation.211
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However, further research is needed to determine the

relative benefits of these two modalities in meeting the

clinical needs of teleglaucoma programs. The additional

flash photography needed to obtain stereo images may

lead to a reduction in the patient’s pupil size and lead to

inadequate image quality in nonmydriatic photography.

7. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) imaging. The RNFL

thickness adjacent to the optic nerve is a commonly

used objective measure for monitoring possible glau-

coma progression.212 Measurement of the RNFL thick-

ness has also been used for glaucoma screening.213,214

The data are most useful when compared with age-

matched controls. However, there are significant arti-

facts and anomalies that can produce false-positive

results, particularly in patients with high degrees of

nearsightedness.215 Examples of equipment used to

measure the RNFL thickness include OCT and Heidel-

berg retinal tomography.

8. Additional equipment. Tests for refractive error and

color vision may also be helpful.

Software. Clinical decision-making for glaucoma requires

the complex synthesis of a variety of measures over time.

Thus, it is important for software to enable time-efficient

clinical workflows. Several companies offer glaucoma-

focused software programs that allow providers to rapidly

evaluate multiple components of longitudinal patient data,

often viewed concurrently within a single screen (e.g., Zeiss

Forum; Carl Zeiss Meditec and Care1 Telemedicine Network,

British Columbia, Canada). AI software for image analysis

may play a role in the future of teleglaucoma.216

Personnel. Skilled providers, technical, and administrative

staff support are needed for both collecting and reviewing the

complex data needed for teleglaucoma programs. The per-

sonnel and/or providers at the OS(s) play an important role in

ensuring high-quality data collection, detailed patient history

taking, and, in some cases, appropriate patient education and

counseling. Counseling topics can range from providing

general information about glaucoma diagnosis to detailed

discussions regarding medication adherence, the assessment

of medication-related side effects, and the risks and benefits of

various treatment options. Interdisciplinary collaborations

between providers at the OS and DS can be beneficial in

providing a high level of teleglaucoma care.186,197

Providers at the DS can perform consultations either in

real time or using a store-and-forward model. Either option

may be acceptable with sufficiently detailed documentation

and instructions communicated to the patient and personnel

at the OS. Personnel involved in administrative and infor-

mation technology support are often closely linked with the

DS/central site. A dedicated program coordinator can be

invaluable for ensuring the smooth operation of tele-

glaucoma programs.

Financial. Start-up and ongoing maintenance costs associ-

ated with teleglaucoma programs are generally much higher

than those of teleretinal programs due to extensive equipment,

software, and personnel requirements already described. A

recent systematic review found that the mean reported cost of

establishing a teleglaucoma screening program ranged from

$89,703 to $123,164.193 Although teleglaucoma screening

requires substantial resources, a follow-up study estimated

that using telemedicine to screen for glaucoma was more cost-

effective than in-person examinations, with predicted savings

of $27,460 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY).189

Teleglaucoma programs in Canada and Australia have ob-

tained reimbursement.177,217 Reimbursement to offset tech-

nical and personnel costs are important for encouraging

sustained utilization of these services.217 Further advances in

technology may make teleglaucoma programs more afford-

able in the future.

Implementation. Owing to the high equipment, personnel,

and financial start-up costs associated with teleglaucoma, it

may be beneficial for providers to implement a collaborative

model of care. Some implementation models include:

1. Traditional telemedicine. A teleglaucoma program pur-

chases all equipment and provides trained personnel for a

remote site. This model is the most expensive and is more

commonly implemented in teleretinal programs for DR,

which may have fewer equipment and training needs.

2. Collaborative telemedicine. Partnerships are created

between providers with access to different types of

equipment, levels of glaucoma expertise, and patient

access. This model may involve collaborations between

various types of providers and can increase the financial

feasibility of these programs.

3. In-house telemedicine. Providers utilize equipment and

staff in their own clinic to deliver teleglaucoma care.

Special mention should be made for ‘‘Digitally Integrated

Visits,’’ a specific implementation of In-House Telemedicine,

wherein glaucoma patients have a subset of clinic visits re-

served solely for the purpose of glaucoma testing, such as

visual fields, performed by technical personnel without seeing

the provider at the same visit. The provider then reviews the

test results and may respond by making changes to the
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patient’s care plan. This system reduces the number of in-

person provider visits while ensuring provider oversight of the

patient’s care. It is important that the patient and technical

personnel have the option to escalate patient care to in-person

visits with the provider when requested.

Conclusions
Teleglaucoma has tremendous potential to improve patient

access to high-quality cost-effective glaucoma care. We have

reviewed some special considerations needed to address the

complexity of providing guideline-concordant glaucoma

care. A wide spectrum of teleglaucoma implementations is

currently used around the world. The growing body of liter-

ature and experience from active teleglaucoma programs will

continue to inform further development of these programs.

We anticipate that teleglaucoma will have an increasingly

important public health impact through expanding access to

the high-quality care for glaucoma patients worldwide.
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Introduction
Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a disease of the retinal

vasculature that remains a leading cause of childhood blind-

ness in the United States and abroad.218,219 The disease affects

the most severely premature and lowest birth weight infants,

with 15.6% of premature newborns with hospital stays

>28 days and 68% of infants with birth weights <1,251 g af-

fected by the disease.219

Several studies have confirmed the ability of timely treat-

ment to prevent blindness; therefore, a simple, valid, nonin-

vasive, and inexpensive screening examination is necessary to

identify infants who are at increased risk for developing

ROP.220–223 The availability of ROP screening is a requirement

for level IIIB neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) designation

in the United States, which supports infants with extreme

prematurity, extremely low birth weights, or severe/complex

illnesses.224 Although a matter of some debate in the oph-

thalmic literature,225,226 the reference standard for the

screening and diagnosis of ROP is a live dilated examination

by an ophthalmologist using binocular indirect ophthalmos-

copy (BIO), often with scleral indentation.227

However, in many areas, there are a limited number of

ophthalmologists and significant workforce limitations, in-

cluding concerns about medicolegal liability, low reim-

bursement, and work-flow difficulties, such that few trained

ophthalmologists may be available and/or willing to perform

ROP screening examinations.228–230

In addition, the significant variability that exists between

examiners diagnosing ROP using BIO also suggests that the

use of remote imaging and computer-based image analysis

(CBIA) methods may improve accuracy and consistency of

diagnosis of plus disease.228,231–234 A study evaluating ROP

image grading by eight ROP experts found that there is poor

agreement on the classification of plus disease, despite es-

tablished international standards.231 This disagreement sug-

gests that treatment recommendations likely vary among

providers and that some infants may be undertreated while

others are over treated for ROP.231

For these reasons, there has been growing interest in photo-

graphic screening and remote interpretation for ROP screening,

with reports from several successful clinical implementations

and research studies available in the literature. Consequently,

the 2013 joint guidelines from the American Academy of Pe-

diatrics, American Academy of Ophthalmology, American As-

sociation for Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus, and the

American Association of Certified Orthoptists recognized the

interest in remote interpretation of retinal images and allowed

for the possibility of alternative screening strategies.235
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Current guidelines support the use of remote digital fundus

imaging to identify individuals with referral-warranted ROP

(RW-ROP), but recommend that at least one BIO examination

is completed before initiation of treatment or termination of

ROP monitoring, as current cameras do not allow for adequate

view of the peripheral retina.229,236,237 Still, many remain

skeptical of the safety and efficacy of telehealth screening as

evidenced by a survey of 847 Level III NICU directors in which

only 21% of NICUs used retinal imaging devices and only 30%

agreed that telemedicine for ROP screening is safe.238

Background
Reports from the early 21st century documented proof-of-

principle for ROP telehealth screening, but raised concerns

about the technical ability of the RetCam device (Natus

Medical, Inc., Pleasanton, CA) to capture images with suffi-

cient sensitivity to replace live screening.239,240 However,

subsequent reports began to show improved diagnostic ca-

pability and low false-negative rates, which must be mini-

mized in any ROP screening scenario given the severe

consequences of even a single missed case.241–247

Nevertheless, debate continues and most authors conclude

that wide-field imaging could potentially serve as an adjunct to

live screening, but ought not replace in-person examination by

an ophthalmologist.229,245,246 A 2008 systematic review likewise

concluded ‘‘the evidence base is not sufficient to recommend that

retinal imaging be routinely adopted by NICUs to identify infants

who have serious retinopathy of prematurity.’’248 Most guide-

lines continue to be hesitant about ROP telehealth screening and

continue to recommend a hybrid approach, given that few large-

scale outcome comparisons have been published.237

RECENT CLINICAL STUDY FINDINGS
The most recent large multicenter validation study to be

published, the Telemedicine Approaches to Evaluating Acute-

phase ROP Study (e-ROP), compared wide-field retinal

imaging performed and interpreted by nonphysicians to ex-

aminations performed by physicians.218,249 The e-ROP Study

enrolled 1,257 infants who received a median of 3 imaging

sessions and conventional live examinations at 12 sites in the

United States and 1 site in Canada between 2011 and 2013.

The infants had a median birth weight of 860 g and a median

gestational age of 26 weeks. Approximately 44% of infants

were nonwhite or did not have race information available.

Any ROP was identified in 63.7% of infants and RW-ROP (plus

disease, ROP in zone I or stage 3 ROP or greater)242 was noted

in 19.4% of infants on criterion-standard live examination.

When both eyes were analyzed together (i.e., at the level of

the infant), remote grading by trained nonphysician graders

had 90% sensitivity and 87% specificity. Given the prevalence

of RW-ROP in this population, this conferred a 97.3% negative

predictive value and 62.5% positive predictive value. Im-

portantly, when considering only those infants ultimately

treated for ROP, the sensitivity of remote imaging grading was

98.2%. Although this number is impressively high, in absolute

terms, there were 3 infants out of the 162 treated who did not

have RW-ROP detected on the remote imaging preceding

treatment.

The e-ROP authors argued that their study supports the

validity of using nonphysician imagers and graders for remote

detection of RW-ROP, similar to how reading centers are

structured for other ophthalmic conditions.218,250 The authors

did highlight the limitations of identifying important features

of ROP and inherent variability of the criterion standard live

examination as a potential weakness of the study, but also note

that the possibility of missing severe ROP needs to be con-

sidered in the development of any screening program.218,251

The e-ROP Cooperative Group found that the region of the

retina where most severe disease occurs (zone I) may be best

assessed by retinal images, but that the subtleties that may be

seen in stage 3 ROP in zone I may currently be best identified

by an experienced clinician on a live examination.251

The Imaging and Informatics in Retinopathy of Prematurity

Consortium (i-ROP) found that there was a slightly higher

accuracy for diagnosis of zone III and stage 3 ROP on live

examination than with imaging.252 Although examinations

by an experienced clinician currently remain the gold stan-

dard for ROP screening, there are weaknesses to this system to

which the implementation of tele-ROP screening and auto-

mated image analysis may be the solution.

Turnaround times of 24 h or less were feasible in the e-ROP

study, with >95% of images returned within that period,

showing that ROP telemedicine is capable of providing timely

feedback for detection of ROP.228 The biggest barriers to rapid

turnaround identified were the time of submission and delays

between image acquisition and uploading. Images that were

submitted before 2 pm were graded much more quickly than

images that were submitted later and, therefore, not graded until

the next morning. The authors felt these issues could be ad-

dressed by improving technology used to select and submit

images to allow images to easily be submitted at the bedside and

increasing staffing at reading centers during peak demand times.

REPORTS OF CLINICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

United States. A hybrid model has been deployed at six

NICUs in Northern California through the Stanford Uni-

versity Network for Diagnosis of Retinopathy of Prematurity

(SUNDROP) in which all infants meeting screening criteria
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are photographed according to screening guidelines and

then also receive a live examination within 1 week of NICU

discharge. A retrospective analysis of 6 years of follow-up

between 2005 and 2011 has been published.219 During this

time, 1,216 eyes were screened, generating 26,970 retinal

images. Twenty-two infants were determined to have

treatment-warranted ROP (TW-ROP: zone I, any stage ROP

with plus disease; zone I, stage 3 ROP with or without plus

disease; zone II, stage 2 or stage 3 ROP with plus disease; any

plus disease; or any stage 4 or higher disease).221

All TW-ROP infants were successfully identified through

photoscreening in this time period and only 1 ‘‘false-

positive’’ case was noted in which stage 3 ROP was not felt to

warrant treatment on live examination. These results

translate to a sensitivity of 100%, negative predictive value

of 100%, specificity of 99.8%, and positive predictive value

of 95.5%. The SUNDROP authors concluded that telehealth

screening can be safe, reliable, and cost-effective when

coupled with committed ROP specialists to interpret images

and perform live examinations when necessary.

A similar retrospective ‘‘real-world’’ study from an NICU in

Montana reported good outcomes in the 137 infants evalu-

ated, 13 of whom required transfer, and 9 of those transferred

ultimately required laser treatment.253 Over the 4.5 years

covered by their review, the authors noted no infants pro-

gressing to stage 4 or stage 5 ROP. The investigators followed

the SUNDROP protocol for their screening schedule and en-

sured all infants were seen for a live diagnostic examination

within 2 weeks of NICU discharge.

International. Vinekar et al. reported results from 36 rural

NICUs in the southern Indian state of Karnataka starting in

February 2011 through February 2015, covering remote

screening of 7,106 infants as part of the Karnataka Internet

Assisted Diagnosis of Retinopathy of Prematurity (KIDROP)

program.254 The overall incidence of any ROP was 22.4% and

treatment-requiring ROP was 3.6%. In this report, there was

no comparison with criterion standard examination. The

group’s prior 2014 report examining 1,601 infants255 did

compare nonphysician grading of images versus expert live

examinations, but did not clearly report the results of this

evaluation.

A national network for ROP screening was also developed

and implemented in 11 NICUs in Chile.256 Images were taken

by trained nonphysician operators using the RetCam Shuttle

and were evaluated independently by two ROP experts. Of

the 5,263 imaging sessions performed, 4,903 (93%) were

considered good or excellent quality with evaluation of ROP

possible in 98% of images. In this network, all screening and

examinations were performed by telemedicine, with the

exception of BIO examinations performed before treatment.

Forty-two infants (4%) were referred for treatment and 98%

agreement was found between the initial imaging and clin-

ical examinations.

Lorenz et al. reported their 6-year experience with the wide-

field remote screening in five NICUs in Germany.257 In this

study, all 1,222 infants also received live examinations for

comparison. The authors report that all 42 cases requiring

treatment were successfully identified by telescreening with

an acceptable positive predictive value of 82.4%.

In France, implementation of a telemedicine program for ROP

screening resulted in an absolute 57.3% increase in the pro-

portion of examinations completed in accordance with Amer-

ican Academy of Pediatrics guidelines, whereas the screening

rates in the control group, which continued ROP screening

using live examinations, remained unchanged.258 The average

cost of examination in the telemedicine program was slightly

more expensive (*$22) than the standard procedure of trans-

ferring infants to a specialized center for examination by a

specialist, but the authors projected that this cost would de-

crease as the number of examinations completed rose.258

Another French ROP screening program was conducted in

Bordeaux between July 2009 and August 2015 and screened

419 infants using the RetCam 120.259 They found any ROP in

27.68% of infants. The authors felt that their exclusively tele-

medicine screening system was successful at identifying ROP,

but did not report any data with regard to predictive values.

Skalet et al. performed a feasibility study on 26 babies in

Lima, Peru.260 In this study, 95–97% of image sets were judged

to be suitable for ROP grading.

Despite lack of full endorsement in current guidelines, re-

mote ROP screening programs are being developed and im-

plemented by many groups around the world.

GUIDELINES FOR IMAGERS
Although the use of nonphysician imagers is the foundation

to the widespread use of telemedicine in ROP screening, it is

imperative that imagers are appropriately trained and certified

to ensure high-quality images. A team of at least two people is

recommended for image acquisition: a certified retinal imager

to capture images and NICU nurse to monitor the infant.261

Initial education of imagers in the e-ROP study consisted of

general training on ROP, premature infants, and image ac-

quisition including positioning infants and maintaining

comfort. On-site instruction was provided by the camera

manufacturer, including hands-on training with the camera

and practice with a model eye. Imagers were also trained on

image selection, data entry, and export of images.
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Certification in the e-ROP study consisted of knowledge

assessments and a practical examination that included sub-

mitting three bilateral image sets per protocol from infants.

Images were evaluated by the reading center and feedback was

provided with additional image sets submitted until sufficient

quality was obtained. After certification, feedback was pro-

vided to sites monthly during calls and yearly at group

meetings. The authors found that it was important for imagers

to frequently image a varied patient population to maintain

optimal skills. The e-ROP study demonstrated a 92% success

rate for nonphysician imagers providing acceptable quality

images.

In addition, the KIDROP program has developed a 90-day

training that is available through an e-learning platform

‘‘WISE-ROP.’’�262 Imagers read modules and complete quizzes

to evaluate their progress. Video sessions and oral trainings

are used to discuss the imagers’ technique and hands-on

sessions are scheduled with an assigned mentor.

A rigorous training and certification program is necessary

for implementation of telemedicine in ROP screening to en-

sure high-quality images are consistently acquired.

IMAGING SYSTEMS
One of the major considerations in any ROP telemedicine

program is the choice of digital imaging system. Until 2016,

most reports on ROP telehealth programs used the RetCam�

system.218,245 There are now several wide-field contact im-

aging systems on the market, although none have published

clinical validation studies. The Visunex Panocam (Visunex

Medical Systems, Inc., Fremont, CA) system has two cameras

in its product line,263 a smaller portable system and a larger

console system. The Phoenix ICON� system, a contact wide-

field cart-based system (Phoenix Technology Group, Plea-

santon, CA), has also recently been introduced.264 The 3Nethra

Neo� (Forus Health, Bangalore, India), a 120� FOV, contact

camera, has also recently been introduced.262

In a small pilot study of 128 premature infants from 35

NICUs, images acquired by both the Neo and RetCam were

evaluated by two masked ROP specialists.265 The Neo was

reported to have sensitivities of 97.4% and 99.3% and speci-

ficities of 81.1% and 75.6% for each grader, respectively.

Since initial reporting, the study has been expanded to include

1,200 infants, but results are not yet published.

The Pictor� (Volk Optical, Inc., Mentor, OH), a handheld

noncontact fundus camera, has also been shown to be effec-

tive in screening for type 1 ROP and preplus and plus disease,

despite its 45� FOV.266,267 The Pictor was found to have 100%

sensitivity by both graders and 93% and 74% specificity by

each grader, respectively, when compared with clinical ex-

aminations.267 At *$10,000, the Pictor may make im-

plementation of telemedicine ROP screening programs more

widely accessible.267

With the introduction of new cameras to the commercial

market, investigators have found entry prices to be 40–50% of

the recent past prices,268 making remote ROP screening sys-

tems more widely accessible.

GUIDELINES FOR READING CENTERS
Although current guidelines recommend that graders for

telemedicine ROP screening programs be experienced ophthal-

mologists who have experience in bedside examination as well

as interpretation of digital images, several studies have exam-

ined the efficacy of the use of nonphysician graders.237 Non-

physician graders in the e-ROP study underwent a three-phase

process including training, precertification, and final certifica-

tion.269 Phase 1 of training included lectures that covered

classification of ROP, the study and grading protocol, and cur-

rent ROP treatments, interactive sessions with sample images,

and a visit to an NICU to observe the imaging process.

To progress to phase 2, graders were required to pass a

knowledge assessment. Phase 2 included grading of an av-

erage of 15 image sets along with review and discussion of

the results compared with an expert consensus generated

final result. Phase 3 included grading of 100 ROP training

image sets with additional images added until 85% agree-

ment was met. Final certification consisted of 15 image sets

from the e-ROP pilot submission and was earned once 80%

agreement was met. If this level of agreement was not

achieved, retraining was performed for 1 week and the final

certification with new images was repeated. This process was

repeated until 80% agreement was met. After using this

system, the authors reported a weighted kappa of 0.72 for

intergrader agreement for RW-ROP as well as weighted

kappas ranging from 0.57 to 0.94 for intragrader agreement

for RW-ROP.

Despite the current guideline recommendations for physi-

cians to evaluate digital images, there is inconsistent training

on ROP and no standardized method of assessing competency

among ophthalmology residency and pediatric ophthalmol-

ogy and retina fellowship programs.270 The Global Education

Network-ROP group has created a tele-education program for

ROP to further the education of physicians evaluating ROP

images. The program includes a pretest, ROP tutorial on

classification and management, five training chapters that

each emphasize a particular category of ROP, and a post-test.

This education system has been studied in two separate pop-

ulations: 31 ophthalmology residents among 5 residency

programs in the United States and 1 residency program in
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Canada and 58 ophthalmology residents and fellows from 1

program in Mexico.270,271

Both studies found that the system was effective in im-

proving diagnostic accuracy of ROP by ophthalmologists-in-

training. Although this program has limitations, such as not

tracking common errors made by trainees and not including

examples of stage 4 or stage 5 ROP, the authors feel that

improvements can be made and that this platform has po-

tential to be used in a widespread manner to standardize

evaluation of ROP images for both physician and nonphysi-

cian graders. Appropriate training of both physician and

nonphysician graders is essential to ensure patient safety.

AUTOMATED IMAGE ANALYSIS

In concert with early reports of successful application of

retinal photographic screening for ROP, interest in automated

image analysis for image interpretation was also evident.

Several earlier groups sought to determine whether the vas-

cular tortuosity of plus disease could be segmented in an

automated or semiautomated manner.272,273

Subsequently, several groups focused on integrated grading

systems. Ataer-Cansizoglu et al., who are part of the i-ROP

consortium, reported on their validation study in which 77

wide-angle images were graded by a computer algorithm

‘‘developed to extract tortuosity and dilation features from

arteries and veins.’’274 The algorithm grades were compared

with a reference standard diagnosis generated by combining

three independent expert image grades with the diagnosis

rendered during a live BIO examination. The investigators

found that their system was 95% accurate for the classification

of preplus and plus disease, which compared favorably with the

individual accuracy of the expert grades and was substantially

higher than the mean accuracy of 31 nonexperts.

The i-ROP consortium also evaluated the methods physi-

cians currently use when diagnosing ROP to further under-

stand what may work best in an automated system. They

found that ROP experts consider tortuosity of both arteries

and veins and also consider areas outside the central retina

when diagnosing plus disease, contrary to the International

Classification of Retinopathy of Prematurity standards.233

They found that the performance of the i-ROP CBIA performed

better than 9 of 11 experts in the study with 95% accuracy for

diagnosis of plus disease when using a larger FOV than re-

commended and considering all vessels.233

Abbey et al. have also recently reported their validation

of the ROPtool system.275 For this study, 335 fundus photo-

graphs were collaboratively assessed by a panel of three

ROP experts to generate the criterion standard grade. Each

quadrant was graded on a 5-point scale that incorporated

tortuosity and dilatation. If any quadrant was graded as

questionable or worse, then the image was classified as ab-

normal. The ROPtool system calculates the tortuosity of a

single vessel within each quadrant and the value for the sec-

ond most tortuous segment is defined as the tortuosity score

for that eye. Dilation was also assessed, but this did not im-

prove their model accuracy and was not presented.

The authors then examined multiple diagnostic set points

through ROC. Optimizing sensitivity and including unread-

able images as diseased, ROPtool had a sensitivity of 96% and

specificity of 64%. The clinical utility of the proxy of tortu-

osity used as the criterion standard for this validation was not

discussed.

More recently, deep learning, where CBIA systems have

been trained to automatically recognize and evaluate images,

has been used for ROP screening.276,277 Deep learning allows

the system to continually learn and re-evaluate its process

autonomously and consists of multiple layers of algorithms

that data flow through to form neural networks.277 CNNs have

to be trained through exposure to a large number and variety

of pathological and normal images to then apply a series of

filters to produce the desired output, which in this case would

be diagnosis or classification of ROP.277,278

The i-ROP consortium has developed a deep learning al-

gorithm, which has shown a high accuracy for identifying

plus disease.278 The system was trained using a set of 5,511

retinal images that had been obtained as part of the i-ROP

study and a reference standard diagnosis established by three

trained graders and one expert clinical examiner. The system

was able to diagnose plus disease on an independent set of 100

images with 93% sensitivity and 94% specificity and preplus

disease or worse with 100% sensitivity and 94% specificity.

The algorithm out-performed six of eight ROP experts and all

prior computer-based imaging analysis systems in ROP

without the need for manual segmentation.278

After the algorithm was trained to recognize plus disease,

the authors also tested its ability to identify diagnostic cate-

gories and overall disease severity. After analysis of 4,861

images, they found that the system could accurately detect

clinically significant ROP with 94% sensitivity and a 99.7%

negative predictive value based on posterior pole fundus

photographs alone.276

Wang et al. also developed two deep neural networks, Id-

Net and Gr-Net, which were, respectively, designed for the

identification and grading of ROP.279 Id-Net achieved a sen-

sitivity of 96.62% and specificity of 99.32% for identification

of any ROP, and Gr-Net achieved 88.46% sensitivity and

92.31% specificity for grading of ROP severity, which was

comparable with three expert graders.
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Zhang et al. have also evaluated three general-purposed

deep neural networks (AlexNet, GoogLeNet, and VGG16) us-

ing a transfer learning workflow with 17,801 images to

identify ROP.280 They found that VGG16 achieved the best

performance on a test set of 1,742 images and found that this

performance was comparable with that of five pediatric

ophthalmologists.

The use of CBIA systems in ROP screening could help im-

prove the accuracy and consistency of diagnosis of ROP.

SAFETY OF RETINAL IMAGING IN ROP
Although many remain skeptical of the safety of remote

ROP imaging and grading of images,238 several studies

have reported low frequencies of AEs associated with

retinal imaging. In the e-ROP study, one-third of AEs were

reported to have probably or definitely been related to BIO

(4 AEs) or contact imaging (18 AEs).281 Based on the low

frequency of AEs (65 AEs reported >4,238 visits) and se-

rious AEs (none) reported in the e-ROP study, the authors

considered both BIO and imaging to be safe methods of

ROP screening.281

Prakalapakorn et al., who have examined the use of the

Pictor noncontact fundus camera, also found that safety

events (clinically significant bradycardia, tachycardia, oxy-

gen desaturation, or apnea) occurred after 5.8% of clinical

examinations and after 0.8% of imaging sessions.282 Because

the noncontact camera did not require a use of a lid speculum

or contact with the cornea, the authors felt that the process

was less stressful for infants.

Despite the survey finding in which only 30% of NICU di-

rectors felt that telemedicine for ROP screening was safe,

studies evaluating AEs surrounding the use of ROP imaging

have so far found low incidences of AEs.

COSTS OF REMOTE ROP SCREENING
A major barrier to implementation of telemedicine in

general is the high startup cost. Within ocular telehealth, the

retinal cameras needed for imaging premature infants are

costlier than the nonmydriatic devices used to image adults

with diabetes, but costs are decreasing with the release of new

cameras, such as the Neo, and expansion to nontraditional

cameras, such as the Pictor.

Several cost-effectiveness analyses have been published

exploring different scenarios for ROP screening. Jackson et al.

performed a cost–utility analysis of telemedicine and standard

ophthalmoscopy compared with no treatment from a third-

party perspective.283 This group found that the cost per QALY

gained was $3,193 for telehealth screening compared with

$5,617 with standard ophthalmoscopy.

Varying several aspects within the simulation generated

wide variations from their base case (up to $18,989 per QALY

gained for telehealth and $27,215 for ophthalmoscopy), but

the interventions remained below the previously described

threshold of a highly cost-effective intervention of $50,000/

QALY. Because the perspective chosen for this analysis (third-

party payer) does not include the costs of acquiring the retina

cameras and telehealth connectivity, the results are valuable

in convincing policy makers and insurers of the value of the

intervention, but do not necessarily speak of the viability of

establishing a telehealth program for hospitals.

Castillo-Riquelme et al. likewise performed a cost-

effectiveness of retinal photographs screening for ROP in the

United Kingdom.284 This simulation study compared five

different screening strategies and used a health system per-

spective. The investigators estimated that the current methods

cost GBP 321 to screen one infant and that if a specialist nurse

were to travel among NICUs to capture and interpret images,

this would be substantially less expensive (GBP 172 per infant

or GBP 201 if the images were transmitted for ophthalmolo-

gist review).

Other methods explored in their simulation would be more

expensive: use of a standard camera with NICU nurses ac-

quiring and interpreting the images (GBP 371) or transmit-

ting the images for ophthalmologist review (GBP 390).

Throughout the sensitivity analysis, the least expensive

method was largely unchanged, unless the cost of the vis-

iting nurse was almost at the extreme high end of the sen-

sitivity range or the specificity of nurse interpretation was

40% or less (99% was used in the base case). Of note, if the

sensitivity dipped slightly <90%, the standard examination

strategy was noted to be ‘‘cost-effective.’’ The authors sug-

gest that development of a portable imaging solution could

dramatically change the cost-effectiveness landscape. The

results may be difficult to apply to other settings without a

national health system.

Makkar et al. noted that implementing telemedicine ex-

aminations for ROP in a level II NICU reduced costs associated

with transport, decreased the length of hospitalization, and

decreased the use of higher levels of care than needed.285 They

also noted that the current telemedicine reimbursement rate

for digital retinal examinations does not cover the cost of

required effort (*1 h of total processing time for each infant

imaged).

Conclusions
As the preceding discussion illustrates, the ocular telehealth

paradigm for ROP is different from remote screening for DR as

discussed in the body of these guidelines. The population at
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risk is hospitalized low-birth weight premature infants, so the

technical aspects of image acquisition need to account for the

NICU environment and the anatomy of the neonatal eye. For

ROP, the burden of screening largely falls on the providers and

health systems rather than on patients to present for oppor-

tunistic screening. Perhaps the most critical difference is the

time course of vision loss and prognosis for eyes in which the

ROP diagnosis is not made in a timely manner. Unlike in DR,

very high sensitivities for vision-threatening disease must be

achieved because the risk of near-term potentially permanent

vision loss is unacceptably high.

In addition to the challenges posed by ROP for effective

ocular telehealth, there are opportunities that are unique to

ROP. Because the screenings are done in a controlled envi-

ronment, universal coverage of screening should be far

easier to achieve than in DR, and technical issues with

equipment may be easier to deal with in the NICU envi-

ronment with access to hospital IT and biomedical engi-

neering departments. DR telehealth screening programs

sometimes are met with resistance from primary eye care

providers as the programs can be seen as a threat to patient

volumes and revenue streams. ROP screenings, in contrast,

are often a challenge for hospitals to find appropriate cov-

erage and could provide more convenience to treating pro-

viders rather than ‘‘competition.’’

Finally, there may be medical–legal benefits to photo-

documentation of ROP examination findings, particularly if

there are automated aids to image classification or decision

support within the grading software.

Any ROP screening implementation using telehealth

should follow the screening recommendations of the major

societies of the region.235 Retinal images must be of suffi-

cient quality to allow a grader to make an accurate deter-

mination of the ROP status. Different groups have used

different diagnostic set points as already discussed, so any

program must validate to their predetermined level of disease

severity, analogous to the recommendations made in the

body of this document for DR.

The majority of research to date has used contact wide-

field imaging, but research is ongoing to determine the

value of noncontact posterior pole imaging to detect plus

disease to screen for RW-ROP.286 Because the volume of

babies requiring imaging in a given center may be lower

than what is seen in DR screening, deliberate efforts should

be taken so that imagers maintain skills. Further technical

guidance is provided in a 2015 Joint Technical Report of the

American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of

Ophthalmology, and the American Association of Certified

Orthoptists.229
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Appendix A11. Telemedicine for Age-Related
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Introduction
AMD is the leading cause of vision loss in the United

States.287 As such, the disease presents an appropriate target

for ocular telehealth interventions. Unlike DR, there is no

consensus about the utility of population screening for

AMD.288 Some groups have found value by adding screen-

ing for AMD to existing DR screening programs,289,290 but

others have not found screening programs for AMD to be

cost-effective.291 Several groups have investigated the

feasibility and validity of telehealth programs for AMD.

Owing to the uncertainty of the role of screening for AMD,

several groups have explored other telehealth paradigms for

this disease.

Clinical Feasibility
Although the official gold standard for DR diagnosis is

seven-field, ETDRS stereoscopic fundus photography, the

benchmark for the diagnosis of AMD remains a combina-

tion of clinical examination, and fluorescein angiography
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and OCT. Therefore, several groups have sought to validate

the use of fundus photographs for the diagnosis of AMD

through the detection of characteristic lesions of AMD

(drusen, hyperpigmentation, CNVM, and geographic atro-

phy [GA]). Specifically as it relates to the presence of

CNVM, a retrospective analysis of stereoscopic images of

127 fellow eyes from the Macular Photocoagulation Study

correctly identified all 30 eyes that developed CNVM as

defined by the fluorescein angiogram.292

To determine the accuracy of diagnosing AMD with

monoscopic images alone, Scholl et al. at Moorfields Eye

Hospital compared digitized color, mydriatic, monoscopic

images with stereoscopic 35 mm slides and found an agree-

ment of 83–93% for the presence or absence of intermediate

drusen depending on the macular subfield examined.293

Furthermore, they found agreement of 94–96% for GA and

94–98% for CNVM.

Pirbhai et al. conducted a prospective comparison of

mydriatic monoscopic color fundus photographs with con-

ventional clinical evaluation and fluorescein angiography.294

In this study, the diagnoses rendered on the basis of the

monoscopic images were 89.2% sensitive and 85.7% specific.

Clinical recommendations based on the monoscopic images

corresponded to the gold standard clinical examination 80.3%

of the time. The kappa statistic is frequently used to test inter-

rater reliability and can range from -1.0 to 1.0. In this study,

the kappa was 0.59, which the authors concluded was evi-

dence of good agreement.294

In another study, Duchin et al.295 compared nonmydriatic

fundus images with a conventional clinical dilated fundus

examination with a retina specialist. In 94 eyes of 47 pa-

tients,295 they found sensitivity for referable AMD (Age-

Related Eye Disease Study [AREDS] grading level 3 or greater)

to be 84–88% and specificity of 81% between their two expert

graders. Of note, the authors used their existing telemedicine

infrastructure for DR screening.

Clinical Experience
To expand upon feasibility studies, several groups have

implemented ocular telehealth programs for AMD. In a ran-

domized controlled trial, participants referred for possible or

established neovascular AMD were randomly assigned to ei-

ther conventional clinical examination or image acquisition

and remote interpretation at an ocular telehealth site.296 Data

collected included best-corrected visual acuity, intraocular

pressure, color fundus photographs (mydriatic status not

specified in publication, but clarified as dilated by senior ar-

ticle author, Dr. Thomas Sheidow, pers. comm., February 9,

2018) and OCT.

These data were transmitted to retina specialists at a tertiary

referral site. They found no delay in presentation for care in

the telescreening group, but did note increased interval be-

tween detection and reinitiation of therapy in participants

with established AMD. They did not detect any adverse out-

comes in terms of visual acuity attributable to this delay in this

small study.

Another in situ study was performed by De Bats et al. in

Lyon, France.297 In this study, 1,022 individuals were

screened for known presence of AMD and absence of co-

morbidity that would preclude AMD management, of whom

683 were eligible and interested in participating. Non-

mydriatic color photographs were then taken at two com-

munity health examination centers and then transmitted for

grading by an ophthalmologist. Images were gradable in

80% of the 1,363 images acquired, and AMD was diagnosed

in 178 eyes. There was no gold standard assessment of

participants in this study.

As in DR, ROP, and other retinal conditions, there is

growing interest in the use of AI systems for image processing

and interpretation.298 Such systems may allow for more rapid/

instantaneous grading of images with accuracy similar to

expert human grading. Investigators have used a variety of

public and private data sets including the Singapore In-

tegrated Diabetic Retinopathy Screening Programme136 and

the AREDS299,300 to train deep learning algorithms to identify

features of AMD on color fundus photographs. Other groups

have likewise used deep learning approaches to identify AMD

on OCT images.301,302 At the time of this writing, no AI system

is FDA approved for AMD.

Remote Monitoring
Several groups have looked to other telehealth paradigms

beyond store-and-forward remote screening/detection, such

as remote monitoring. Andonegui et al. sought to determine

whether ancillary testing performed without a live examina-

tion could allow clinicians to reach a similar assessment and

plan to that diagnostic decisions based on a live examina-

tion.303 In this study, 201 participants with exudative AMD

who had received a minimum of three prior ranibizumab in-

jections initially had a live examination with spectral domain

OCT (SD-OCT), fundus photography, and visual acuity mea-

surements. Antivascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

retreatment decisions were made based on this live exami-

nation and recorded.

At least 4 weeks later, the ancillary data were anonymized

and randomly distributed to the same two retina physicians

who had seen them previously. A retreatment decision was

then rendered and recorded based on this ‘‘remotely acquired’’
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clinical data, simulating a telehealth encounter. The same

treatment decision was reached in 90% of cases, with 8% of

patients receiving ‘‘false-positive’’ (i.e., the remote decision

was to retreat, but the live decision was to defer), and 1%

receiving a ‘‘false-negative’’ (i.e., the remote decision was to

defer, but the live decision was to treat).

Moving further away from remote image acquisition and

transmission, Azzolini et al. sought to determine whether

an e-health decision support tool could help general oph-

thalmologists follow AMD patients without referral.304

General ophthalmologists could enter in patient age, visual

acuity, Amsler grid results, presence of macular hemor-

rhage, and fellow eye status. A risk score for active exu-

dation is calculated, and the general provider can directly

schedule with a retinal provider in instances of high risk. A

comparison of consecutive patients undergoing usual care

was also established.

During the study period, 360 patients with known AMD

were examined within the network. Of these, 310 were judged

high risk of disease progression, and referred for a live ex-

amination. Of these, 276 received intravitreal anti-VEGF

therapy. There was less of a delay before initiating therapy in

the ‘‘network’’ as compared with the usual care patients, and

all providers judged the system to be ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘very good.’’

The validation of risk score is listed as ‘‘unpublished data’’ and

the 50 patients with low-risk scores were not examined in this

study.

Another approach at remote monitoring using a consumer

device was explored in the AREDS 2 study.305 In this study,

participants with nonexudative AMD at high risk for devel-

oping choroidal neovascularization (CNV) were randomized

to either use the ForeseeHome device daily at home or to

standard-of-care symptom monitoring. The device tests

macular visual field using hyperacuity techniques, and sent an

alert to investigators if a substantial change was noted. During

a prespecified interim analysis, a statistically significant

smaller decline in visual acuity was noted at the time of di-

agnosis of active CNV in the ForseeHome group as compared

with standard-of-care monitoring. For this reason, early ter-

mination for efficacy was recommended. After FDA approval

of the device, a cost-effectiveness analysis from a federal

government perspective found that home telemonitoring of

patients at high risk for CNV was cost-effective compared with

biannual in-person examination.306

Conclusions
Across a range of studies, then, numerous different ocular

telehealth strategies have been tested for AMD. Because of

the lack of well-defined high-risk population, merely ex-

tending existing DR screening pathways to screen for AMD is

not currently in use, nor recommended. Ocular telehealth for

AMD is likely to require expansion of the remote screening

tool kit of a network-connected nonmydriatic fundus camera

to include technologies such as OCT and possibly OCT an-

giography. As new strategies are tested in high-quality

studies, and as the population ages, and the burden of AMD

increases, there will likely be opportunities for remote

monitoring, either through teleconsultation with general

medical providers or optometric or general ophthalmologic

providers, or through consumer facing home monitoring.

Indeed, finding solutions to the challenges of remote de-

tection and management of AMD may allow for the gener-

alization of ocular telehealth methods to a number of

different conditions, and may help usher the field away from

a disease-specific paradigm.
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